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Computer Monitor Analyzing
You Can Bank On!
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valuable the NEW CM2125 Computer Monitor
Analyzer is the first time you use it. The CM2125
provides everything you need to quickly
performance test and troubleshoot computer
monitors from the input connector to the CRT.
Will a programmable generator, exclusive
video patterns, special sync -locked substitute
signals, and special component test and
measuring capabilities, you'll be saving time
and money. So check out the NEW CM2125
Computer Monitor Analyzer
and see how your interest
in computer monitor
analyzing grows.

PCHOICE

Introducing The
New C112125 Computer
Monitor Analyzer
Call 1-800-SENCORE Today!
(73-2673)

SNCC:$1=i

3200 Sencore Drive, Sioux Falls, SD 57107
Phone (605) 339-0100 Faz ;605) 339-0317

Circle (32) on Reply Card

Bandwidth to 125 MHz

and 2048 x 2048 pixels

Compatible with TTL,

analog, and ECL
video types
70 monitor setup
memory
locations (42 preprogrammed)

Outputs protected
to prevent
damage from defective

computer monitors
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This article focuses on the basic
fundamentals of copier machines,
which have hardly changed at all in
20 years.
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HDTV is moving ahead rapidly.
Here's what it may mean to service's.
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You know the symptom. You turn
on the TV and hear a brief rustle of
high voltage, a short squeal, and
then total silence. The collector of

By Conrad Persson

Today, for a few thousand dollars,
a small business can purchase all of

the horizontal output transistor

HOT) is a valuable test point for
this kind of problem.

the computer hardware and software to perform all of the administrative and accounting functions it
will ever need.
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ON THE COVER
Most consumer projection television
sets sold today are CRT rear -projection
systems. The digital micromirror device
(DMD) is a new television display technology currently under development. If

this new technology is successful!, it
could one day displace both CRTs and
LCDs as the TV display of choice for
projection systems. (Photo courtesy of
Texas Instruments).
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Editorial
Television of today is really quite marvelous. When I sit across the room from
my 19 -inch set, the picture quality seems
quite acceptable, the colors seem lifelike,
and the stereo sound adds considerable
realism to the program.
But compared to the large screen at the
movie theater, with its surround sound,
which presents a program that the view-

programming and software development,
and semiconductor products.
Consumers will reap the benefits of the

er becomes a part of, that TV leaves some-

lishing-all stimulated by the early

thing to be desired.
When we make an effort to improve the

adoption of this technology.

home television/theater experience by

Are you
ready for
HDTV?

increasing the size of the picture, by using
a television projection system, something
undesirable happens. The horizontal lines

ical imaging, factory automation, pub-

The implications for consumer electronics service are also great. The adoption of HDTV will no doubt create a host
of opportunities for servicing. The receiving devices will be expensive, at first very

expensive, and therefore consumers will

enough so that we see them, and the picture looks "grainy."

not be throwing them away when they

People today are becoming used to high

In addition, consumers will become
used to the superior picture and sound

quality video images and superior quality audio, and are ready for improvements
in the technical quality of the television
programs delivered to their homes. And
considering the amounts of money people are spending on large -screen TVs and
VCRs and high quality stereo systems,
they are willing to pay to have that kind
of quality.

and sound quality are available in homes.

As detailed in the article "The status of
HDTV," in this issue, a powerful alliance
made up of AT&T and Zenith Electronics

Corporation, General Instrument Corporation and the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, and a consortium of Philips
Consumer Electronics, Thomson Consumer Electronics and the David Sarnoff
Research Center-are all working together as the Digital HDTV "Grand Alliance" to develop HDTV.
If everything works out as hoped, it is
expected that North America will be able
to maintain the worldwide technological
lead it has established. The adoption of an
all -digital HDTV system in North

America will promote the creation and
maintenance of high -skilled jobs in the
design and manufacture of HDTV
receivers, displays, studio and transmission equipment, peripheral equipment,
Electronic Servicing & Technology

bring noise -free, theater -quality pictures
and sound to American homes, as well as
a host of new applications in home entertainment, education, computer and med-

that make up the picture become large

Enter HDTV
If some of the things that are happening in TV technology today come to
fruition, it won't be long before TV programming with vastly improved picture

2

best technical minds collaborating to

February 1994

fail. They will have them serviced.

quality, and will be willing to pay to correct relatively minor problems in sound
and picture to keep their beautiful new TV
sets in perfect order.
In addition, because the system is being
designed so that it can interoperate with
computers and communications systems,
it will ultimately have more value to con-

sumers than simply as an entertainment
system, and it will therefore be far more
important to keep it operating.
Of course all of this is still in the
research, design and development stage.
A lot of hurdles are still to be surmounted before HDTV comes to fruition. And
there are no guarantees that it ever will.
But with the way consumer electronics
technology has been advancing, it doesn't
pay to ignore the possibility. If HDTV does
happen, the people who will be performing the service on the consumer products
will be the ones who are prepared.
And there can be no doubt that servicing of these new products, if they come,

will require a substantial investment in
education, new tools and test equipment.
Here at ES&T, we'll be keeping our
ears to the ground to see how the technology is progressing so we can provide
articles that help technicians get up to
speed on the new technologies, test equipment and in general report on the progress
of HDTV.

°salt

News
ETA training program on Spacenet 3
Electronics technician training is now
available on Spacenet 3, Channel 4. ETA's
Greencastle, IN office announced that the
first of a 20 week series was to have begun
on January 14 at noon.

The series is an outgrowth of experimentation by ETA and SDA into teleconferencing as an extension of the associa-

tion's regional technical and business
management schools. These schools have
been produced for several years by the not for -profit associations and include the wellknown SAM (Satellite, Antenna & MATV)
classes.

The connection with Spacenet 3 is a result of ETA's close working relationship
with Central Community College of Nebraska, which has campuses in Norfolk,
Hastings and Grand Island. CCC also is the

accrediting agency for the ETA regional
technical and business seminars and the
technical schools conducted as a continuing education opportunity for technicians,
consumer and satellite sales and service
dealers and installers, as well as the CET
testing and registration program.
The National Satellite Trade Show conducted in August 1993 in Moline, IL, was
the first teleconference leading up to this
series. Live video was transmitted from
Central Community College in Grand Island and from Nebraska Educational TV's
studios in Lincoln to TVs on the floor of
the trade show. An open phone connection
from the SDA Show to Grand Island and
Lincoln provided the interactivity.

December 17. These sessions experimented
with high-tech electronics teaching aimed at
manufacturing engineering technology.
On December 4th, ETA again teamed up

with Central Community College, in yet
another experiment into different methods
of utilizing interactive videoconferencing:
Four hours of technical training and teleconferencing were conducted. During the
first hour, Fred Roeser, CET, of CCC, produced a live MATV training session, from
Grand Island. The session was directed to

the classroom students assembled at the
Comfort Inn in Bloomington, IN. These
students were part of the ETA/SDA twoday technical and licensing seminars taking place there. That live session allowed
classroom questions and responses via

ness and industry leaders want and need to
make their companies more competitive in
the global marketplace.
Now education can respond to industry's
needs and meet federal standards with the
Total Quality Curriculum. Developed by the
Vocational Industrial Clubs of America, the

Total Quality Curriculum gives students
TQM's tools before they enter the workforce. TQM empowers workers to increase
the quality of their products and services,
boost productivity and promote greater customer satisfaction. VICA's TQ Curriculum

emphasizes the competencies and basic
skills identified by the U.S. Secretary of
Labor and the Secretary's Commission on
Achieving Necessary Skills (SCANS):

What Work Requires of Schools-A

direct phone to the Comfort Inn, and a live
link -up to CCC's studios in Grand Island.

SCANS Report for America 2000.
The Total Quality Curriculum translates

The second hour utilized previously

Dr. W. Edwards Deming's 14 principles,
which produced the Japanese economic
miracle, into terms that are meaningful to
education. It also relates to quality pro-

recorded videos (produced by Dulca

Scenes) of technical sessions conducted
during the New Orleans SDA Convention
in 1992. Ken Stewart's presentation regarding MATV Components, and Hans
Rabong (of Winegard Co.) teaching about
roof -top antennas, were transmitted. Attendees viewed each of the above sessions,
looking at the quality of the video repro-

duction. This evaluation was requested
because these programs were transmitted
utilizing 384 kbits compression. Callers

grams in the United States, such as the
Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award.
"The Total Quality Curriculum has been
a catalytic agent that has helped propel our
school system's emphasis on teaching Total

Quality Management. When properly applied, the principles of this curriculum have
the potential to revolutionize education as

we know it," says Patrick Konopnicki,

and classroom attendees concluded the

Vocational Director, Virginia Beach City

compression did not detract from the technical content of the classes and would be
suitable for the future series beginning in
January.

Public Schools, Virginia Beach, VA.
Developed by a partnership of educators

with quality experts from business and

ETA's 2 -day Great Plains Technician Seminars, a two-hour live video conference was
conducted from CCC's studios, with input

More information and the class topics

industry, this 17 -module curriculum was
tested in classrooms nationwide and has

listing can be obtained by calling 317-653-

proven to be effective in kindergarten

4301, or by writing to: SDA, 602 N.

from Roger Bartlett, NETV's chief engi-

Jackson, Greencastle, IN 46135.

through postsecondary school levels. The
TQ Curriculum is designed to be integrated into the existing classroom setting, but
can also be used as a separate curriculum.
Modules begin with a discussion, followed
by an activity to put quality concepts into

On October 22nd, at the conclusion of

neer (from Lincoln). This show was
M.C.ed by Dick Glass, President of both
ETA and SDA. Each of these initial teleconferences provided the viewer with technical descriptions of how video signal compression is being utilized by the Nebraska
Educational TV Network. Eighteen separate video and audio transmissions may be
emanating to or from Spacenet 3 at any one

moment. C -band TVRO viewers will be
able to tune in on Spacenet 3, channel 2 or
4, to view the uncompressed portions of the
network's various services including these
classes.
Two additional 2 -hour technical training
sessions have been produced directly by the
CCC faculty in Grand Island. One of these

occurred on November 17, the last on

New curriculum gives students
principles of Total Quality Management

"The school that establishes a Total

practice. With a checklist of the school -to work transition skills covered, students see
how these skills apply to their general edu-

Quality Curriculum program is going to
have a higher placement rate, and the students are going to have more success in
business than those students who arrive
without this training," says Pat R. Dalton,
Manager, Business Operations Depart-

cation. their occupational training and

ment, Caterpillar Inc.
Dalton and other business leaders agree
that today's workers need new skills-creativity, problem solving and teamwork-to
join the movement that's revitalizing U.S.

Safety standards

industry: Total Quality Management
(TQM). Entry-level employees trained in
the principles of TQM have the skills busi-

everyday life.
For more on Total Quality Management,
see this month's Business Corner.

Underwriters Laboratories Inc. (UL) is

proposing the Standard for Safety for
Audio -Video Products and Accessories,
UL 1492, for recognition as an American
National Standard.
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UL 1492 covers audio and video products intended for use on supply circuits in

ilar activities in the area shall also comply

accordance with the National Electrical

Standard for Surveillance Cameras, UL 983.

"Sharp Electronics grew 12 percent in
the last year despite a difficult economy.
and we are projecting double digit annual

Circuits in audio or video products

sales growth through the rest of the

intended to connect directly to a telecommunication network shall comply with the

decade," said Sueyuki Hirooka, the company's chairman. "Our service and parts
operation must keep pace with the growth
of our company, and at the same time, we
must deliver continuous improvement in

code, ANSUNFPA 70.

These requirements, where applicable,
cover:

A) Audio products and accessories
intended for household use and involved
with the reproduction or processing of audio
signals. Examples of such products include

amateur radio products, amplifiers, intercommunicating devices, phonographs,radio
clocks, radio -phonographs, radio receivers,
record players, tape players, tape recorders,
transceivers, tuners, tuner -amplifiers, and
similar products.

with the applicable requirements in the

applicable requirements for telephone
equipment, UL 1459.
A separately enclosed non -powered loud-

speaker that is not intended for connection
to a specific audio amplifying source shall

comply with the requirements in the
Electronic Industries Association (EIA)
Interim Standard IS -33, Recommended
Loudspeaker Safety Practices-An Industry Guideline, dated May 1987.

B) Video products that are intended for

Battery chargers and power supplies,

household or commercial use, and that
receive signals off the air, through a

whether portable or for permanent installation and not packaged with or specifically

CATV/MATV cable system, from a video -

referenced in literature packaged with a

recorded medium, and from image -producing units. Examples of such products

product but intended for use with audio or
video products, are categorized as battery
chargers or power supplies and are not covered by these requirements.
UL 1492 does not cover products that are
covered by the Standard for Commercial
Audio Equipment, UL 813.
UL is seeking review and comment from
interested individuals and organizations to

include video tape recorders, video -receiving, processing, recording, producing, and
amplification products, television -antenna

amplifiers, cable television (CATV) con-

verters, television tuners, television receivers and monitors, television cameras,
and similar products.

C) Auxiliary products and accessories

help develop a consensus upon which

intended for use with audio or video products wherein the auxiliary and accessory

recognition of UL 1492 by the American

products are separate and do not perform the
desired function, but are used in addition to
or as a supplement to products according to
the requirements in this standard. Examples

of such products include character generators, editing controllers, video switches and
encoders, CRT degaussers, video tape re winders, head demagnetizers, tape erasers,
and similar products.

D) Video products intended for entertainment purposes in ordinary locations of
health-care facilities.
E) Cellular telephones and similar transceiving devices used on a vehicle, boat, or
the like where the telephone interconnects

to the telephone network through a radio
transmitter and receiver.

F) Portable audio or video products of
the types described in this standard that are
intended for use with a vehicular, marine,

or any other battery circuit as the power
supply means.
Audio or video products intended for use

National Standards Institute (ANSI) can be
based. ANSI is a clearinghouse for infor-

mation on standards and coordinates development of national consensus standards
through voluntary action.
Anyone interested should contact
Barbara Dorfman at UL, 1655 Scott Blvd.,
Santa Clara, CA 95050, 408-985-2400, ext.
2864, and request a free copy of UL 1492 -

NR. Participation will be by correspondence. Those interested should request
their copy now so that all comments can be
considered in time to meet the ANSI deadline for this standard.

National service center to be built
In a move designed to provide expanded
support to its customers nationwide, Sharp
Electronics Corporation announced plans
to create a new national parts and service
center on the site of an existing facility in
Romeoville, IL, a suburb of Chicago. The

the level of service and support we provide
to our dealers and retailers, as well as to the
end users who buy our consumer and business electronics products. This new

National Service Center will help us
accomplish that goal."
Sharp said its overall employment in the
United States would not be affected since

employment reductions in New Jersey
would be offset by additional hiring in
Romeoville, IL and additions to the company's field service personnel. The move will

affect approximately 125 permanent employees, about half of whom will be invited
to relocate to the new facility in Illinois. The

company hopes to absorb some of the
employees not being asked to relocate as
positions become vacant at corporate headquarters over the next 9-12 months.
Enhanced Regional Support. According
to Arthur Sherman, group vice president of

Sharp's Service and Parts Group, such
functions as national parts supply, product

refurbishment, product support and customer assistance will all be transferred to
the new National Service Center when con-

struction of the building is completed
between July and September 1994. Certain

executive staff members and the product
safety team will remain at headquarters in
New Jersey, while five regional service
offices will be expanded and staffed to pro-

vide enhanced regional support to customers. In addition to Mahwah, NJ and
Romeoville, IL, these offices will be located in Carson, CA, Lawrenceville, GA and
Irvine, TX.
As part of the restructuring, Sharp will
also cease providing direct repair services

to end users, and will instead refocus its
resources on supporting its dealers, retailers and independent servicers in providing
these services.
"The primary driving force behind this

decision was the need to expand our ser-

ments, but shall also comply with the

company will invest $10 million to construct a 250,000 square foot addition to its
midwest distribution center to house the

applicable requirements in the Standard for
Electric Toys, UL 696.
Video products intended for use at mercantile and banking premises to provide a
means of recording holdup attempts or sim-

operation, and will simultaneously restructure its Service and Parts Group, relocating
most of the functions from corporate headquarters in Mahwah, NJ and several other
locations to the new site.

expansion, we settled on the site in Illinois
principally because its central location provides ease of transportation and telecom-

by children are covered by these require-
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vice and parts operation," stated Sherman.

"When we began looking at options for

munications access to customers around
the country."
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factor in ergonomic engineering.

The Ergonomics User Manual for
workstations

covers the

basics of

ergonomics, and describes common
cumulative trauma disorders (CTDs)
such as carpal tunnel syndrome, stiff
neck, shoulder injuries, and elbow tendonitis. There are two sections of simple
exercises, with illustrations, for preventing CTDs and relieving back pain.

shelves, work table, chair, overhead and

task lighting, parts bins, tool platform,
computer monitor, and footrest for comfort over a prolonged period of time.
Technical workstations are typically

SALES OFFICE
Electronic Servicing & Technology

Diane G. Klusner, Director of Advertising
Emily Kreutz, Sales Assistant

centile male-a widely accepted industry standard for classifying the human

The manual spells out the "Golden
Rules of Ergonomics" with specific
instructions for adjusting workstation

BUSINESS
Richard A. Ross, Publisher
Dorothy Kehrwieder, General Manager

76 N. Broadway, Hicksville, NY 11801
516-681-2922; FAX 516-681-2926

72 inches (6 feet). This stature range represents the anthropometric dimensions of
the 5th percentile female to the 95th per-

The other is an Ergonomics User Manual
for workstations that explains the concepts
of human engineering in layman's terms,
with helpful hints for adjusting workstations and avoiding work -related injuries.
The company developed the new training tools in response to industry's growing interest in reducing ergonomic haz-

ards to workers. Together, they inform
users of correct adjustments for fitting a
workstation to the body's dimensions.
To use the workstation adjustment cal-

culator, you designate the worker's
height, in inches, and windows line up on
the wheel to show appropriate measure-

ment ranges for body/workstation relationships. These include proper elbow
height and seat height in terms of forearm -to -primary work table, correspond-

used for labor-intensive tasks such as precision assembly, testing, and other repetitive motion "hands-on" operations.
Ergonomically -configured workstations

equipped with good lighting allow users
to work comfortably and more productively, without risking muscle strain or
injury caused by cramped or over -extended movement.
Circle (10) on Reply Card

Full line catalog
Leader Instruments Corporation announces the release of its new 120 -page,
four-color, full -line Catalog No. 24. It
features complete full -color product
descriptions and technical specifications

ing work table height, task shelving
below shoulder height, the "optimum
work envelope" (i.e. the area in which a
worker's tools and parts requiring constant usage are easily accessible), and for

computer users, appropriate height for
viewing monitors in terms of head and
neck position.
One side of the wheel is for those whose
work requires them to stand at a workstation; the other side is for seated tasks.

The calculator covers human body
heights ranging from 60 inches (5 feet) to
(Continued on page 64)
February 1994
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Technology update: The status
of HDTV
By The ES&T Staff
Based on publicity information furnished by the Grand Alliance.

On May 24 of this year, the three groups
that had developed world -leading digital
high -definition television (HDTV) systems agreed to produce a single, best -of the -best system to propose as the standard
for the next generation of TV technology.

The three groups-AT&T and Zenith
Electronics Corporation, General Instniment Corporation and the Massachusett,
Institute of Technology, and a consortium
of Philips Consumer Electronics, Thomson Consumer Electronics and the David

Sarnoff Research Center-are now all
working together as the Digital HDTV
"Grand Alliance."
The Grand Alliance creates a collaborative effort with a pool of technical talthat should
assure that North America is the first to
deploy and benefit from this new digital
technology.
In the past, the process of formulating

an HDTV standard had concentrated on

selecting the best system from among
those proposed. Under the Grand Alliance, the best features of all the systems
can now be combined to produce a system superior to that of any one of the individual proponents.

The Grand Alliance approach is expected to be good news for everyoneconsumers, broadcasters, cable operators, and the computer, consumer electronics and telecommunications industries, as well as for North American work-

ers. The proposal addresses the needs of
these key constituencies and incorporates
capabilities that are vital to each of them.
For instance, the system incorporates
progressive scan transmission capability
and square pixel capability: two attributes that are important for promoting inter operability with computers and telecom-

munications. Likewise, concerns expressed by many broadcasters have been

addressed by including interlaced scan
transmission in the initial deployment.
6
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Researchers in one of Zenith's laboratories evaluate the high -definition picture performance of
digital HON technology that is displayed here on a "flat tension mask" high -definition monitor.

The proposal will allow North America
to maintain the worldwide technological
lead it has established. The rapid adoption of an all -digital HDTV system in the

sion equipment, peripheral equipment,

United States, Canada and the rest of

best technical minds collaborating to

North America, will promote the creation
and maintenance of high -skilled jobs in

bring noise -free, theater -quality pictures
and sound to American homes, as well as
a host of new applications in home entertainment, education, computer and med-

the design and manufacture of HDTV
receivers, displays, studio and transmis-

February 1994

programming and software development,
and semiconductor products.
Consumers will reap the benefits of the

Technology: The digital micromirror device
Based on information furnished by
Texas Instruments.
While the Grand Alliance continues its
development work on the HDTV system,

other organizations continue to develop
the technology that may one day be used
to display an HDTV picture.
One such unit is the digital micromirror
device (DMD), Figure 1, currently being
developed at Texas Instruments.

The DMD
The DMD is a micromechanical, reflective spatial light modulator monolithically fabricated over a conventional
CMOS SRAM address circuit. A 768 X
576 pixel array DMD (442,368 mirrors)
has been developed for and demonstrated in one-DMD and three-DMD projection television systems that are capable

of projecting pictures with diagonals
ranging in size from 42 inches to 13 feet.

The DMD as a potential
video display device
Most consumer projection television
(PTV) sets sold today are CRT rear -pro-

jection systems. The display portion of
these products consists of three CRTs,
one for each of the primary colors. If

investments in LCD technology for PTV.
LCD technology is currently faced with
the challenges of improving its optical
efficiency in order to achieve increased
brightness, and with the development of
high -yield active -matrix address circuits
based on amorphous silicon or polysilicon technology.
According to Texas Instruments, the
DMD provides a promising alternative to
LCD technology in PTV applications.
with performance equal to or better than
that of a CRT, and with the potential for

being cost competitive with the CRT.
Currently, the DMD has more optical
efficiency than conventional LCDs.

The DMD chip
The DMD was invented in 1987. It is
the outgrowth of work that began a decade earlier at Texas Instruments on micromechanical, analog light modulators.
These were called the deformable mirror
device (also DMD). The DMD is a reflective spatial light modulator, consisting of

an array of tiny aluminum mirrors that
can rotate. The mirrors are monolithically fabricated over an address circuit con-

sisting of conventional CMOS SRAM
cells. The mirrors are 16pm wide on a
pitch of 17pm and are capable of rotating

Figure 1. The digital mirror device (DMD), currently being developed by Texas Instruments,

may one day compete with the LCD and the
CRT as display elements for HDTV. In this
early version of the DMD, the contrast ratio
was degraded because of stray light diffracted from the hinges, hinge support posts, and
the mirror edges at the landing tip which are
not at right angles to the mirror surface. This
stray light adds to the light that is projected by
mirrors that are in the off state.

±10 degrees.
The mirror is suspended over an air gap
by two thin torsion hinges supported by
posts that are electrically connected to an
underlying bias/reset bus. This bus interconnects all the mirrors directly to a bond
pad so that a bias/reset voltage waveform

other technologies such as the liquid
crystal display (LCD) and the digital
micromirror device (DMD) are to compete, they will have to have performance
and reliability that meet the standards of
the CRT, or be superior, and will have to
cost about the same in order to be accepted in the PTV marketplace.

CRTs are the workhorse of display
technology, and are constantly improved
to meet higher performance standards of
resolution, brightness, contrast ratio, and
convergence in PTV applications. How-

ever, CRT performance is expected to
soon reach its limit.
With the anticipated advent of digital,

high -definition PTV in the late 1990s.
with twice the resolution of standard -def-

inition PTV, CRTs may not be able to
meet the demanding standard of consumers for image quality that is comparable, or nearly so, to what they are used
to seeing at the movie theaters.
Developers are therefore making large

Figure 2. The DMD is used in a darktield projection system. Projection of color TV using the
DMD would be accomplished ether by using three DMDs and three -color projectors, or by using a single DMD that would be time sequentially i luminated with different colored lights using
a color wheel system.
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mits the use of low -voltage CMOS and
ensures large, uniform deflection angles.

HIDDEN HINGE DMD PIXEL ARRAY

SEM Photomicrographs

A 768 x 576 DMD pixel array (442,368
mirrors) has been developed for PTV applications. Such an array meets the European resolution standard, and exceeds the
current United States resolution standard.
The DMD superstructure is formed on
top of the CMOS, using four photolitho-

graphy layers. The three metallization
layers: the electrode, the hinge, and the
mirror; are sputter -deposited aluminum
structures that are plasma (dry) etched.
During the fabrication process, a spacer
made of an organic material is formed
between the SRAM and the mirror structure. Later the spacer is destroyed, creating an air gap between the address electrodes and mirror.
Figure 3. A new DMD superstructure is called the hidden hinge DMD. Viewed from the top, the
pixel array looks like a set of closely packed square mirrors. This structure offers nearly ideal optical characteristics in terms of both contrast ratio and optical efficiency. The hinges and hinge supports in this system are hidden under the mirror.

can be applied to the mirrors by a circuit
that is not on the same chip. Underlying
the mirror are a pair of address electrodes
that are connected to the complementary
sides of an underlying SRAM cell.
Depending on the state of the SRAM
cell, the mirror is electrostatically attracted by a combination of bias and address
voltage to one or the other of the address
electrodes. It rotates until its tip touches

a landing electrode held at the same
potential as the mirror.

A "1" in the memory cell causes the
mirror to rotate +10 degrees. A "0" in the

memory causes the mirror to rotate -10
degrees. Although the DMD can be oper-

ated in an analog mode, the mirrors are
biased in such a way that only the digital
landing states of ±10 degrees are possible. The digital mode of operation per -

The projection system
The ±10 degree mirror rotation angles
are converted into high -contrast brightness variations by the use of a darkfield
projection system. In a darkfield projection system, the light beam is aimed at an
angle to the object whose image is to be
projected. Only portions of the object that
are at a certain angle to the incident light
reflects light through the projection lens
to form an image on the screen. All other

light from the light source is reflected
away from the projection lens.

DMD projection systems based on a
single chip, and DMD projection systems

based on three chips have been demonstrated. In the three -chip system, one chip
is used for each of the primary colors (R,

G, B). This is similar to most LCD projection displays. Because of the DMD's
efficient use of light, it is also practical to
use a single -chip system. The single -chip
system is less costly and does not require
convergence.

In the single -chip scheme, a single
DMD is illuminated with the primary colors in time sequence using a color wheel
(Figure 2). In either system, light from a
metal -halide or xenon arc lamp, or similar source, is aimed through a condenser

lens and directed at an angle of +20 degrees from the normal of the DMD and
orthogonal to the rotation axes of the mir-

Figure 4. This view shows the detail of a single pixel in the DMD hidden hinge system.
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rors. A projection lens positioned above
the chip (or chips) produces an enlarged
image of each DMD mirror on a projection screen.
If one of the mirrors is rotated to +10

degrees (memory address "1") it reflects
the incoming light into the pupil of the

ing lens glare. the CR degrades to unacceptable levels.

projection lens and the mirror appears
bright (on) at the projection screen. If a
mirror is rotated to -10 degrees (memory address "0") it reflects light at an
angle of -40 degrees with respect to the
projection lens, so that the light from it
does not arrive at the screen. This mirror appears dark (off) at the projection
screen. The flat structures (post tops,
hinges) reflect light at an angle of -20

A new DMD superstructure, Figure

degrees. This light also misses the pupil

of the projection lens and is not projected onto the screen.
The mirrors can change position very
quickly: in about I Opsec. The DMD can

take advantage of this capability and
vary the amount of time during which
the mirror reflects light onto the screen

versus the amount of time it appears
dark on the screen, to achieve precise
gray levels of brightness. This gray
scale variation is accomplished by
pulsewidth modulation of the mirrors.

Each video field is subdivided into
time intervals, or bit times. Each interval is one-half as long as the preceding
interval. During each of these bit times,
the mirrors are addressed by the underlying SRAM array to be in either the on

or off state. If an 8 -bit modulation
scheme is chosen, any one of 28 or 256
gray levels is possible.

3, is called the hidden hinge DMD.
Viewed from the top, the pixel array
looks like a set of closely packed square

mirrors. This structure offers nearly
ideal optical characteristics in terms of
both contrast ratio and optical efficiency. The hinges and hinge supports in this

system are hidden under the mirror
(Figure 4). The mirror is connected by
a mirror support post to an underlying
yoke. The yoke is in turn connected by
torsion hinges to hinge support posts.

The address electrodes and landing
electrodes are coplanar with the hinge.
There are two air gaps, one between the
mirror and the underlying hinges and
address electrodes, and a second
between the coplanar address electrodes
and hinge and an underlying third level
of metal of the CMOS SRAM structure.
The hinges and support posts are hidden under the mirror, and therefore cannot diffract light, and so do not degrade
the CR. Because the mirror edges at the
landing tip are perpendicular to the mirror surface, the landing tip diffracts less
light, leading to less degradation in CR.
The greater mirror area leads to greater
optical efficiency.
A 768 x 576 hidden hinge DMD has
been tested in an f/2.8 projector using

a test pattern to properly take into
Improved performance DMD
To be competitive with traditional

account all sources of system CR degradation. System contrast ratios of 110:1

CRT -based PTVs, the DMD projection
system must have a contrast ratio (CR)
of better than 100:1, and still maintain

have been measured, meeting the con-

optical efficiency. The conventional

cal efficiency. In fact, the efficiency
increases because of the higher per-

DMD superstructure can only deliver a
CR in the neighborhood of 50:1 with an
f/2.8 projection lens. An f/2.8 lens is the
fastest lens that preserves the darkfield

imaging condition for mirror rotation
angles of ±10 degrees.

Degradation in the contrast ratio of
the conventional DMD superstructure is

for the most part caused by stray light
diffracted from the hinges, hinge support posts, and the mirror edges at the
landing tip which are not at right angles
to the mirror surface. This stray light
adds to the light that is projected by mir-

rors that are in the off state. Together
with other sources of stray light, includ-

trast ratio requirement of better than
100:1 for PTVs with no sacrifice in opti-

centage of active mirror area.

Will this be the display of the
future?
Service technicians are most familiar
with CRTs as video displays. More recently, they have had to become familiar with LCDs. The deformable mirror
device is an entirely new display system
that could one day displace both CRTs
and LCDs. We'll continue to track the
progress and development of video displays as changes take place, and we'll
keep the readers of ES&T posted

ical imaging, factory automation, publishing-all stimulated by the early adoption of this technology.

The process
The HDTV standard -setting process
has been and will continue to be a public, open process. At the same time, it
must proceed as rapidly as possible if U.S.

and Canadian consumers and the countries' economies are to capitalize on this
critical new technology. These are the
next steps in the process:
The Advisory Committee has reconvened its Technical Subgroup to evaluate
the Grand Alliance proposal in detail. If
necessary, this group may negotiate
changes to the proposal system with the

alliance members. In the meantime, the
alliance members are finalizing the specifications of the combined system in a few

areas that are not yet fully resolved.

Once the Advisory Committee's
Technical Subgroup has approved the
basic concepts of the combined system.
the Alliance members will work together

to construct the system. After that, the
Advisory Committee will conduct extensive laboratory tests in the U.S. and Canada to verify that the system meets its ex-

pectations. The Advisory Committee
could then recommend the system to the
FCC and simultaneously begin field test
verification of the system's performance.
The FCC, in turn, would consider the
Committee's recommendation in a rule -

making proceeding which members of
the alliance hope could be concluded by
the end of 1994. Whatever standard is
adopted, the FCC requires that the applicable technology be licensed to anyone on
reasonable terms.
It is anticipated that Canada and Mex-

ico will simultaneously initiate similar,
appropriate procedures to assure rapid
adoption throughout North America.
Moreover, because of early North American implementation, it is hoped that the
rest of the world will adopt many of the
elements of the North American HDTV
standard.
Speed is of the essence. The Grand Alliance system, if ultimately accepted by the

Advisory Committee and the FCC, will
maintain and enhance the North American leadership position in digital television technology and in HDTV in particular.
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broadcast standard. But the value of inter -

operability with computer and telecom-

munications applications became increasingly apparent, when the next
technical advance came in the form of all digital compression and transmission systems.

Although the FCC had said in the
Spring of 1990 that it would determine if
all -digital technology was yet feasible,

most observers viewed it as at least 10
years in the future. That same year, Gen-

eral Instrument became the first to announce an all -digital system, followed by
the Philips-Thomson-Sarnoff consortium
and by Zenith -AT&T. (Until then, there
Digital high -definition television images (left) show the fine picture detail achieved by quadrupling the video information transmitted on current TV broadcasts (right).

Historical perspective
The television we watch today uses the

NTSC (National Television Systems
Committee) standard, finalized in the late
1940s. While that standard has been im-

proved, most notably by the incorporation of color in the 1950's, today's television is based on the same fundamental
resolution parameters as the original service, including 525 horizontal lines and
interlace scanning. The introduction of
color television approximately 40 years
ago, was the last major advancement in
the NTSC standard. The North American
standardization activities were subsequently emulated throughout the world.
In the early 1980's, Japan's NHK proposed its MUSE HDTV interlaced system, based on 1,125 horizontal scan lines,

and proposed its worldwide adoption.

Mexico have worked together within the
numerous subcommittees, working parties, advisory groups and special panels
of the Advisory Committee on Advanced
Television Service (ACATS) during the
past six years.
Several important steps followed:

ACATS developed a competitive
process by which proponents of systems

were required to build prototype hardware which would then be thoroughly
tested. This process sparked innovation
and an entrepreneurial response: initially
there were 23 proposals for systems sub-

mitted to ACATS in September 1988.
(Hardware was actually built and tested
for six systems.)
The FCC made several key spectrum
decisions that also helped spark innova-

MUSE made the world aware of the goal
of "high definition television," with quality equivalent to motion pictures, including a wide-screen format. The MUSE sys-

tion. The Commission decided in early

tem renewed concerns in the United

ly defined. The Commission also decided that a simulcast approach, as first proposed by Zenith would be followed. This
meant that a new standard could provide
a quantum leap forward from the current
NTSC standard and would not be hindered by the requirements of the current
standard, except to protect existing broadcast service during a period of transition.
The FCC anticipated the need for interoperability of the standard with other
media. Initially, the focus was on interoperability with cable television and satel-

States about the capabilities of American
technology. Many feared that American
companies and employees would be shut
out of a fundamental new technology.
In 1987, at the request of U.S. broadcasters, the FCC initiated its rulemaking
on advanced television service and established its blue ribbon advisory committee
for the purpose of recommending a broad-

cast standard. Former FCC Chairman,
Richard E. Wiley was appointed to chair
this effort. Hundreds of companies and
organizations from the U.S., Canada and
10
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1990 that new ATV systems would share

television bands with existing services
and would utilize TV channels as present-

lite delivery; both were crucial to any
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had been proposals for utilizing digital
compression with analog transmission
and proposals for hybrid digital/analog
transmission.)
Proponents later announced the use of
packetized transmission, headers and descriptors, and composite -coded surround
sound. (The Consortium and, to a lesser

extent, Zenith -AT&T had previously
adopted packetized transmission.) These
features increase even further the inter operability of HDTV with computer and
telecommunications systems. The introduction of all -digital systems had made
such interoperability a reality.

All -digital systems set the stage for
another important step, which was taken

in February 1992, when the Advanced
Television Systems Committee (ATSC)
recommended that the new standard include a flexible adaptive data allocation
capability (and that the audio also be upgraded from stereo to surround sound).
Six systems (four of which were all digital) underwent extensive testing in
1991 and 1992 at the Advanced Television Test Center (ATTC) in Alexandria,
VA. Also participating in testing were
CableLabs, which tested systems over a
cable television test bed, and the Advanced Television Evaluation Laboratory

(ATEL) in Ottawa, Canada. Canadian
participation has been active and very im-

portant to the goal of creating a unified
North American standard. The ACATS
process has been critically dependent
upon the unique, subjective picture -quality evaluations of the ATEL to ascertain
if proponent systems truly result in "high
definition" pictures. Canadian participa-

tion has also been an invaluable part of
the complex simulcast spectrum issues

because of the thousands of miles of
shared borders between Canada and the
United States.
Following testing, the Advisory Committee decided to limit further consideration to those that had built the four all digital systems: two systems proposed by
GI and MIT, one proposed by Zenith and

AT&T, and one proposed by Sarnoff,
Philips and Thomson. The advisory Committee decided that while all of the digi-

tal systems provided impressive results,
no winner could then be proposed to the
FCC as the U.S. standard. The Committee
ordered a round of supplementary tests to

evaluate improvements that had been
made to the individual systems.

Speeding HDTV implementation
The formation of the Grand Alliance
has eliminated the need for another round

of testing on the individual systems, the
results of which could have been inconclusive. Thus, the formation of the Grand
Alliance could save a year or more in the
implementation of HDTV and by reducing the risk of inconclusive test results
and the possibility of legal or other challenges.
If accepted by ACATS and by the FCC,
the system will speed the implementation

of I-IDTV in the United States. That, in
turn, should set the stage for adoption in
Canada, enabling North America to maintain and enhance its worldwide lead in the
development of this vital technology.

Interoperability
Representatives of the computer industry have made significant contributions to

the HDTV standards process and to the
Grand Alliance systems. They participated in the work of ACATS and helped to
articulate the need for features that could
enhance the interoperability of an all -dig-

ital system. The standard will be better
than it would have been thanks to their
participation.
It is important to recognize the extent

of the commitment being made to increase interoperability of HDTV with
computers and television. Participants
from non -broadcast industries suggested

a number of significant features for the
standard which have been incorporated
into the Grand Alliance proposal:

They said that the digital data stream
should have a prioritized and packetized
data support structure. The alliance proposal incorporates such a structure.

FREE

They maintained that the standard
should include source adaptive coding.
The Alliance proposal does.
They requested that the standard provide for square pixels to facilitate computer graphics. The Alliance proposal
provides for square pixels.
They requested that the standard utilize a progressive scanning format. The
Grand Alliance proposal includes progressive scanning from the outset and
promises a migration plan to the eventual exclusive use of progressive scanning.

f,
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Other aspects of the Grand Alliance
system enhance interoperability with
computers and telecommunications. The
Grand Alliance system is very similar to
the evolving MPEG-2 compression ap-

Parts Express is a full -line distributor
of electronic parts and accessories,
geared toward the consumer
electronics industry and the
technical hobbyist. We stock an
extensive line of replacement parts
for TV and VCR repair. Call for your
FREE 172 page catalog today.

proach, which is currently in working
draft status in the MPEG Committee of
the International Standards Organization.
The Alliance compression system may
also include additional capabilities in or-

der to assure the highest picture quality

340 E. First St., Dayton, Ohio 45402

1111

possible. If so, the Grand Alliance will en-

deavor to get these capabilities incorporated in the MPEG standard.
Another aspect of the Grand Alliance
system which enhances interoperability

Circle (31) on Reply Card

is the fixed -length packet format that provides for flexible delivery of video, audio,
text, graphics and other data by broadcast,
cable, satellite and fiber. This packet data
format provides flexibility and a high degree of interoperability with other emerg-

ing telecommunications and data net-

Your Ticket To

works that use similar technology, such
as Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM),

the emerging, standard for broadband
telecommunications networks. Finally,
the proposal's packetized data transport
structure utilizes universal headers and
descriptors to provide flexibility and
extensibility, i.e. headroom, for future
growth of system capabilities.

More to come
The introduction of a completely new
television broadcast system will mean a
whole new technology for consumer electronics servicing technicians to learn. As

They sought an all -digital advanced

the HDTV system evolves toward frui-

television standard. The proposal is for an
all -digital system.

tion, ES&T will continue to provide technical detail on the circuitry
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Recommended system and servo
control circuit diagnostic
procedures for VCRs
By The ES&T Staff
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Adapted from a Diagnostics and
Troubleshooting Techniques paper published by General Electric.

System and servo control failures account for more than half of all service per-

formed on the electronic circuits of
VCRs. Unfortunately, a great deal of time

is wasted in determining the defective
stage and components. Add to this the
pressure of the customer or the manufacturer demanding quick service, and it becomes difficult for the technician to take

the time to think the diagnosis through
logically.

The purpose of this article is to reinforce some basic theory, and to suggest
some logical steps in troubleshooting and
diagnostic procedures. The way in which
these circuits process information may
differ from model to model. The results,
however, are the same.
When thinking of where it makes sense

to begin a diagnosis, a good approach is
to think in terms of inputs and outputs.
The inputs to a device, whether a transistor or microprocessor generally are designed to make something happen, usually to an output. Assume, for example,
that you suspect that the problem is a tran-

sistor switch whose function is to turn
something on and off.
You push the play button and nothing
happens. According to the schematic diagram, the loading motor requires I 2Vdc.
A multimeter measurement confirms that
the 12Vdc source is supplying the prop-

er voltage. When you measure the collector of the motor drive transistor you
determine that the I 2Vdc is present there.

sistor is suspect. If no change occurs at
the base, check the preceding stage.
If the transistor checks good, you may
want to verify the following stage and or
stages by changing the input to the transistor (base), by forcing a change of state
(base to ground through a low value resistor, or applying an external voltage to the
base and monitoring the output: collector
or emitter).

This procedure is similar to signal injection. In this case, by forcing a change
of state, you cause the device to respond.
This allows you to focus only on that device, and should lead to more clearly defined thinking. Failure to think logically
results in incorrect diagnosis. Microprocessors have been destroyed by unnecessary desoldering. Always check the discrete components before concluding that
the microprocessor is faulty. Failure to
perform these checks can be costly and

PCHOICE

.

- nom

a *
-

/

time consuming, and can result in PC
board and component damage.

Some diagnostic hints
The following are diagnostic hints in
troubleshooting two circuits found in all
VCRs: the system control circuit and the
servo circuit. Circuitry will differ from
model to model. However, using a logical troubleshooting process to eliminate
circuit components from suspicion will

VC93 All Format
VCR Analyzer
Equip your bench for servicing all
consumer VCRs with the only all -

format VCR analyzer.
Djnamic VCR head signal substitution

aiickly isolate Hi-Fi stereo audio
problems

apply to all units.
Assume that you have already made the

P,npoint any luminance, chroma, or
audio problems

necessary checks to determine that the
power supply and mechanical functions

Automatic servo analyzer

are all operating normally.

System control circuit diagnosis
The symptom in one VCR is that noth-

Still, pushing the play button causes no
changes in the circuit.

ing happens when the play button is

A recommended diagnostic procedure
To track down the cause of this problem, monitor the base of the transistor

A good approach to diagnosis in this
case is to check the block diagram to de-

with a meter. When the button is pushed,
look for a change to occur. For a transistor to turn on it must be forward biased.
In the case of an NPN transistor, the base
must be positive relative to the emitter.
For a PNP transistor, the emitter must be
more positive than the base. A difference
of approximately 0.6V between the emitter and base is normal for a silicon transistor and 0.3V for a germanium transistor.
If a change does occur at the base, but
no change occurs at the collector, the tran-

Isolate any playback
or record problem in
all VCRs in less than
half the time it
presently takes, now
and in the future . . .
or your money back.

pushed, and the cylinder motor starts then
stops (in some models).

termine the proper signal path (see Figure
1). Locate pins 34 and 36 on the system
control IC (IC6001). These are the loading motor forward, loading motor reverse
control lines.

Check the flow paths on the output
ports. In this case, the outputs from pins
34 and 36 of IC6001 arrive on pins 4 and
6 of IC6002. These are input ports that
turn electronic switches within the IC on
and off. First confirm the Vcc voltage on
pin 7 of IC6002. Next, look for a change
to occur on pins 2 and 10 of IC6002 when

Built-in NTSC split field test pattern
generator
Special troubleshooting features:
Servo sub -bias supply
Standard video/audio line outputs
Autoranging DCV and PPV meters

Output signal monitor
Expandable for future and increased
applications - It's obsolete proof.

For Detailed Information
Showing How The VC93 Can
Help Your Business, Call
1-800-SENCORE(736-2673)!

The information and the
phone call are free.

IVCOR

3200 Sencore Drive, Sioux Falls, SD 57107
Ph (605) 339-0100
FAX (605) 339-0317
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TRACKING

IN SYSTEM CONTROL

Figure 2

the play button is pushed. You determine
that for the motor to load the tape, pin 10
must be high and pin 2 low. The reverse
is true for unloading. If no change occurs,
you recheck pins 4 and 6 while pushing
the play button, remembering that the out-

then the probability is that IC6002 is defective. In most cases, operation of the

put of IC6002 will control the loading

Remember to remove the 12Vdc, or the
loading motor will continue to run.
Now, let's assume there was no change

unit can be accomplished by applying
12Vdc from an external power supply to
pin 8 of Plug P6009. The tape should load
and the VCR should enter the play mode.

motor. To load, pin 6 will be high, and pin

4 low. If you confirm the proper change
on these pins but none on pins 2 and 10,

at pins 4 and 6 of IC6002. Using an exter-

nal dc supply, apply 5Vdc to pin 6 of
IC6002. If the tape loads, you've determined that IC6002 is working properly.
Work back on this line toward the microprocessor, checking the associated components for defects. If none appear, you
might suspect the microprocessor.
Before condemning the microprocessor, you should make a few more checks.
Are the inputs to other pins of IC6001 cor-

Signal
nuan-run's 801 -GP Video
Generator

fits today's testing needs
in service & production

Inpirove Your Form.
A continuous feed form
34)a " used
for customer
c.o.d. service or pars/accessory sales
receipts (N3CS-X). Not for warranty

billing.
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manufacturer warranty billing.
Complies fully with the requirements
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including California.
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Carbonless
NESDA Forms
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Discounts
43 formats built-in for
duplicating standards

All standard video and
sync connectors are built in

such as CGA, EGA,
VGA,XGA, MAC, and
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Weighs only 5 pounds
and fits into a brief case

Variety of images for

Call, write or FAX for full details today!

color, size, linearity,
convergence, focus
and more included

OloanTura DATA'
'I, 2111 Big Timber Road
Elgin, IL 60123 U.S.A.
Phone (708) 888-0450
FAX (708) 888-2802
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additional savings. For pricing
information and samples, or
information regarding other NESDA
membership benefits, contact the NESDA office.

The NESDA Form
2708 West Berry St.
Fort Worth, TX 76109
(817) 921-9061; Fax (817) 921-3741

rect? Is the mode select switch functioning properly? Ask yourself these ques-

are designed to mute the audio when the
servos are not locked.

tions before you condemn a perfectly

There are many exceptions to these
rules, but they may save you precious

good microprocessor.

time and initially steer you to the correct
circuitry.

Servo control circuits
Servo circuitry could be thought of as
the secondary operation that occurs within a VCR after the system control performs its function. Once the tape is loaded, the record and playback functions are
taken over by the servo circuits. The recording of both the video and audio tracks

in the record mode, and, conversely, the
tracking of this information in the playback mode, must be precisely controlled
for playback to be normal.
This is accomplished by two components: the cylinder motor and the capstan
motor. Servo circuits can be troublesome
to service since most of the circuitry contains feedback loops (information is fed
back to other related circuits where it is
stripped and, in some cases, reformatted
and sent out again to be compared).
Before troubleshooting the following
hypothetical problem, here is a good rule
of thumb:

If the picture produced by the VCR
tends to break up horizontally, a likely
cause is incorrect cylinder motor speed.
If the video pulsates in and out at a
more or less steady rate, a likely cause is
erratic capstan motor speed. Most VCRs

Diagnosing a servo control
circuit problem
The customer complained about a noise
band that periodically ran up the picture
when he played back a tape recorded on
that machine. All other tapes, recorded on

other VCRs, played back fine. When
playing a tape recorded on this machine
on another machine, it exhibits the same
symptom.
The most likely cause of this type of
symptom is a servo problem in the record
mode. A quick way to confirm this would
be to put a mark on the upper surface of

the video head using a grease pencil.
Place the machine under a fluorescent
light and run it in the record mode.
Examine the spinning video head assembly. You should see a blurry, barely
moving pattern of the mark you made. If
you do not see this pattern, the servo is
not locked. Assume that in this case you
do not see this pattern, only a blur.
Let's say you also notice the following

additional symptom: the video head
switching point appears to move vertically through the picture. The switching

point from head A to head B is turned on
and off by an electronic switch. This point
is chosen to be 5 to 8 lines ahead of vertical sync. It is precisely controlled by a
30Hz square wave produced in the servo
system.
Take a look at the block diagram of Figure 2. Where would you suspect that the

problem exists? A little reflection suggests that the problem is somewhere between points A and B.
The 60Hz vertical sync pulses from the
composite video signal are separated and
divided by 2. They are then amplified and
sent to the control head to be used for the
servo circuit. If you attempt to observe
these pulses at the output of the amplifier, you will see that they are not there.
If the problem was that the servo locks
in record but not in playback, this would

indicate that the timing reference was
lost. This would point to a failure between
points C and B.
If the VCR fails to lock in both playback and record, the problem may lie with
the 30PG feedback pulse generated by the
video cylinder motor. Use a scope to confirm that the 30PG pulses are developed,
that they have sufficient amplitude, and

that they are triggering the ramp that
drives the sample and hold gate. Usually,
most of this circuitry is inside one IC. You

can, however, trace both reference and
feedback signals to points as close to the
sample -and -hold gate as possible.

Can't Afford VCR
TEST Equipment?
The COMPLETE SET of FAST, POWERFUL, EASY
TO USE, UNIVERSAL VCR TEST INSTRUMENTS
can be leased (to own) for about $15 per week!*
TENTEL gauges allow you to make faster, easier,
better REPAIRS on all brands and models of VCR's
100% Money Back GUARANTEE!
Contact us for details.

FIX VCR's SMARTER for more PROFIT
*O.A.C.

"1'NTEL® CORP

TOLL FREE: 1-800-538-6894

4475 GOLDEN FOOTHILL PKWY.

EL DORADO HILLS, CA 95762

(916) 9394005
(916) 9394114 - FAX
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Understanding and servicing
microwave ovens
By Da% id T. Nliga, CET

For the average consumer electronics

magnetron there is a filament, which is a

in a typical magnetron is such that the out-

servicing technician, servicing a microwave oven should be a relatively simple
project. Compared to the circuits of such
.other -consumer -electronics products as
TVs, VCRs and computers, the circuitry
of microwave ovens is simple.
The basic concept of the microwave
oven is to generate electromagnetic radi-

wire heated with a large current which
causes the wire to glow white-hot, like a
light bulb. The wire releases not only

put is in the microwave radio frequency
known as the "X" band, or 2450MHz.

heat, but a large number of electrons

netron, and Figure 2 is a photo of a typi-caLmagnetroatube. The two connections
at the base of the magnetron are theTilament connections. The high negative voltage that is used to repel the electrons can
be connected to either of these terminals.
The plate of the magnetron is attached

ation at a frequency such that it causes the

molecules in the food in the oven to vibrate, and thus to generate heat within the
food itself, which cooks it.
The basic microwave oven circuit con-

sists of a magnetron: a vacuum tube
which generates the microwave radiation,
and the circuitry that applies power to the
magnetron. There is, of course, quite a bit
of other circuitry, but that's there to con-

trol the operation of the microwave circuit, and to make sure the oven won't operate unless the door is closed.
The magnetron

The magnetron is the heart of the microwave oven. In reality, it is only a tube,
something like the glass tubes you may
remember in old TVs and radios. In the
Miga is president of Southgate Electronics.

which do-theirbesrto-get-away. The_tube
is at a high vacuum so that the electrons
are not slowed by air molecules.
To collect these electrons, a large positive voltage could be used on a plate inside the magnetron to attract them. In another scheme, the plate is grounded to the
chassis ground, and a large negative voltage is placed on the filament to repel the
electrons. Either system will work, but for
safety's sake and to make the engineering
easier, the grounded -plate system is used.
But what have we accomplished by collecting all these electrons? Actually, nothing yet. But what would happen if we put
a powerful magnet inside the magnetron?

Figure 1 shows the symbol for the mag-

to the metal mounting brackets of the
tube, and will be grounded as long as the
tube is properly mounted. The electrons

are collected at the top of the tube, and
the electrons are converted to high -frequency magnetic radio waves by the antenna stub at the top of the magnetron. It
is important to understand that the electrons do not cook the food. the electromagnetic radio waves do.

Those poor electrons would be so confused by the magnetic poles that they

The power that operates the magnetron
is supplied by a circuit that consists of an

would swirl and rotate on their way to the
grounded plate. The swirl and rotation is
controlled by machining the inside of the

electronic switching circuit and a high

magnetron in such a way as to leave

Applying power to the magnetron
In operation, a mechanical timer or an

voltage transformer, as described below.

"pockets" for the electrons to resonate in,
just like the pellets in a police whistle. The

electronic control unit causes a relay or

frequency of the rotation, or oscillation,

more usually a triac to pass 120Vac to the

t

-

mow

eA4.'

4,

Ott r

Figure 1. This drawing shows what the magnetron consists of.
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Figure 2. When you open up a microwave oven to service it, you'll
find something that looks like this, the magnetron tube.

primary of the power transformer. The

GATE

MT1

transformer has two secondary windings:

a 3V secondary for heating the magnetron's filament, and a 1500V to 2500V
secondary for the high -voltage power
supply. To keep the windings count low,
a voltage doubler circuit is used.
During one half of the 60Hz current,
the transformer charges the high -voltage
capacitor to ground through the high voltage diode, but power is not delivered
to the magnetron tube. When the polarity reverses, the capacitor is free to discharge through the high -voltage winding
of the transformer.
The voltage of the capacitor is now in
series with, or added to the voltage now

produced by the winding of the transformer, thus the voltage is doubled, although the current is reduced to the
amount that the capacitor can supply dur-

ing its discharge. Therefore, the size of
the capacitor controls the wattage of the
oven, and the magnetron actually transmits energy in 60Hz pulses.
An important fact is that the capacitor
may remain charged for hours after using
the oven, so it must be discharged before
any components in the oven are checked.

When a microwave oven is operated,
the magnetron usually takes about three
seconds to fire up, because the filament
must come up to temperature. If you listen, you will be able to hear the firing up:
the magnetron emits a one second buzz
immediately after the filament heats up.

Controlling the power
In ovens with several power settings,
the power delivered to the magnetron
does not vary, but instead is cycled on and

off by the controlling circuitry. The fan
and light stay on, but the primary of the
power transformer is energized or de -energized by a relay or triac.
More sophisticated ovens may use a
temperature probe, or even a heated tin

LOW
RESISTANCE

INFINITE
RESISTANCE

T 4IAC

ASSEMBLY

INFINITE
RESISTANCE

M T2

Figure 3. This schematic idea of the construction of a triac shows the resistance values you
should expect to read when you measure resistances between the various electrodes of the triac.

coil of wire is energized so it'll pull an
iron plate onto a set of contacts to make
a connection. In this manner, a small voltage can easily control a large current.
You can think of a triac as a solid-state
relay. With no control signal, the triac is
an unconnected, or open circuit. Provide

a tiny signal into the gate terminal of a
triac, and it will allow a large current to
flow across the MT1 and MT2 contacts.
But there are a couple of peculiarities
when the triac is used. A relay would use
two connections for the coil, and at least

two more connections for the switch,
making a minimum of four connections.

But a triac has only three connections,
gate, main terminal 1 and main terminal
2. Simply put, the MT1 connection is the

joining of one coil connection and one
switch connection.

Because this joins the low voltage of
the coil to the high voltage of the switch,
the engineer must take special care when
designing any circuit using a triac. In other words, you cannot replace a relay with
a triac; leave that to the design engineers.

Figure 3 is the schematic symbol of the
triac, and Figure 4 shows the types of triacs that a typical microwave oven might

use. The large square or round style are
the most popular. The two larger terminals are MT1 and MT2, with the center
terminal always MT2. The only small terminal is always the GATE, or control.

Some other components
In a typical microwave oven the magnetron tube is bolted on one side of the
oven chamber, also called the cavity. A
fan blows across the tube fins to cool the
tube. The microwave energy is directed
from the top of the tube through a square
metal duct called a waveguide, through a
plastic or mica plate called a waveguide
cover. The purpose of the waveguide cover is to allow the waves to pass but keep
water vapor or food particles out of the
waveguide.
Most microwave ovens have a microwave stirrer in the top of the oven to reflect the microwaves all around the cavi-

ty. This stirrer may be driven by an

oxide gas vapor sensor to determine when

the food is cooked. The resistance of a
thermistor in the probe, or the voltage output of the gas sensor, is routed to a micro-

processor, which has been programmed
with the proper values to turn off power
when the food has reached the correct
temperature, or "smells" done.

The relay and the triac
Most technicians know about the relay;
it is a simple electromechanical device. A

Figure 4. Triacs in microwave ovens come in a variety of shapes and sizes. Here are a few
you may encounter.
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electric motor, or, as in many ovens, it
may be blown propeller -style by the air
that is forced through the cooling fins of
the magnetron.

Safety features
All microwave ovens have safety features to keep their users from being exposed to microwave radiation. A series of

microswitches operate in a certain sequence, and are in series with one or more
thermal switches, so as to assure that the

power supply will operate only when all
of the switches are in their correct positions. There is even a switch designed to
short out the ac line, blowing the fuse, if
any of the switches malfunction.
Figure 5. This unit contains several test devices that allow a service technician to perform a

Testing the microwave components

complete series of tests on a microwave oven.

When you encounter a microwave oven

that has malfunctioned, the components
that you may have to test include the diodes, capacitors, fuses, magnetrons,
transformers and triacs to determine if
they are either shorted or open. You may
also be required to measure the high ac
and dc voltages found inside the oven.
In order to perform these tests, you will

need transistor checkers, ohmmeters,
continuity testers and multimeters. It may
be difficult to find a meter that will measure such high voltages. There are available combination test equipment that will
measure and test all active components in
a microwave oven, and is capable of measuring the high voltages encountered in a
microwave oven.
One such combination test device is the
Microanalyzer 76 (Figure 5) from South-

gate Electronics. It contains several test
devices that allow a technician to test all

components in a microwave oven: a

forward unless the oven has an intermittent problem. If you encounter a dead microwave oven, the first step in servicing
is to check and replace, if necessary, the
fuse with the correct type. Most ovens use
a ceramic self -quenching type fuse.
To check the operation of the oven, put
a cup of water in the oven and turn it on.
If there is still no function, or if it lights
but doesn't heat, unplug the oven and discharge the capacitor.
The proper method of discharging the
capacitor is by connecting a test clip to
ground, then touching one, then the other
capacitor terminal to ground, then using

the clip to short across the terminals.
Since this method discharges the capacitor through the transformer first, the discharge will be less violent.

Making the tests
Once you've confirmed that the oven
is not working, you'll have to check the

DVM that can measure up to 500Vac or
dc, with a high -voltage input that will
withstand up to 5000Vac or dc, a high voltage supply wired to a circuit that allows the testing in -circuit of the high -

components and circuits to pinpoint

voltage diode and capacitor, with test

are checked with the oven unpowered and
unplugged.

voltages as high as 700Vpp, a semiconductor checker that allows the testing of
semiconductor devices such as triacs, silicon controlled rectifiers, transistors, diodes and MOSFETS.

Microwave oven troubleshooting
Because microwave ovens are simple
with a high -voltage power supply, magnetron tube and some type of control circuit. troubleshooting is usually straight 18
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what's wrong. The first type of tests are
static tests, meaning that the components

quires a tester such as the Sencore Z -Meter or the Southgate Electronics Microanalyzer, or other tester capable of accurately performing this test.
Another cause of microwave oven failure is a defective high -voltage diode. This

diode may become either open or leaky.
If you suspect a faulty high -voltage diode,
unplug the oven, discharge the high -volt-

age capacitor, then check the diode.

Again, you may try this test using a
multimeter, but a typical multimeter is not
capable of producing a high enough voltage to properly check this diode. As with
the high -voltage capacitor, the high -voltage diode requires a tester capable of applying a high enough voltage to properly
test this device.
If the diode and capacitor check good,
check the magnetron. The magnetron op-

erates at high voltage and high current,
which is a very hostile environment under
which to work. The magnetron may cause
problems in a number or ways.

If the oven does not seem to be cooking fast enough, or if operation seems to
be intermittent, the filament connections
may be burned or oxidized, or otherwise

First, test the capacitor. This component handles a considerable amount of
power and is a frequent cause of micro-

faulty. Check those connections and if

wave oven failure. You might try to check
the high -voltage capacitor with a multi -

the problem isn't faulty connections,

meter, but because of the nature of this
high -voltage component, such tests are
usually inconclusive. An accurate test of
this component requires that you place a
high voltage across it. This test really re-
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they look bad, clean them up.
If the magnetron seems to be faulty and

check to see if the magnetron is open or
shorted. To check the magnetron, again
unplug the oven and discharge the high voltage capacitor. Disconnect the wires
from the high voltage side of the transformer to the magnetron. Set the ohmme-

ter to the R X 1 scale. Connect the meter

the three -second delay, then the one -sec-

1500Vac to 2500Vac.

probes across the filament. The meter

ond buzz that all magnetrons emit when
they fire up. If you do not hear the mag-

If this voltage is correct, turn the oven
off, discharge the cap, move the red test
clip to the other side of the capacitor and

reading should be less than IQ.
After checking the magnetron, set the
meter to R X 10,000 and measure the resistance between each end of the filament
and common ground. The reading at each
terminal should be infinite. If the resistance is low enough to be read, the magnetron or the high -voltage diode may be
leaky. Disconnect one end of the diode
and test again. If the readings remain the
same, the problem is in the magnetron. If
the readings now appear normal, the magnetron is probably good. Check the high voltage diode.

Check the switches
If all tests so far have not found the defective component, and the oven still blows

fuses when operated, the most likely
cause will be a misadjusted or defective
microswitch. With the oven unplugged,
perform a continuity test of each micro switch and operate the door mechanism
slowly, observing that the meter shows

open and short as each switch goes
through its motions.
A sticky or misadjusted switch in the
wrong position may cause a short when
another switch is cycled by opening the
oven door. You should also check continuity of thermal switches mounted to the
magnetron or oven cavity, if the oven remains dead. As a general rule, if the micro
switch does not have a positive click as
you operate it, it is bad. However, a bad
switch could still click, so be sure to test
them thoroughly.
If you suspect the power transformer,
check its three windings.

Dynamic tests
Assuming that you have checked all
components mentioned so far and still
have not found any defective components
using the static test method, dynamic tests
must now be performed. If the oven seems
to be working, such as the lamp lights and

the fan blows, but there is no heat, tests
must be done to be sure power is getting
to the magnetron.
If there is any corrosion on the terminal connectors at the base of the magnetron, the low -voltage filament current
will have trouble lighting the tube. Clean
all connections with contact cleaner and
squeeze all connectors so they push tight.
Plug in and turn on the oven; listen for

netron fire, unplug the oven and discharge

the capacitor, then connect a multimeter
across the primary of the transformer and
power the oven.
If there is no voltage reading, there may
be a problem with the triac, relay or what-

ever power switching system is used. If
the 120Vac is there, the high ac and dc
voltages should be measured next.
WARNING: This part of the test involves the measuring of potentially lethal
voltages and extreme care must he exercised. Make sure that whatever meter you
use is rated to handle the voltages (nearly 5KVdc) that you will encounter.

With the oven unplugged and capacitor discharged, connect the black test lead
to ground. move the red test lead plug to
the HV jack and connect the red test lead

switch the meter to dc. Again, double
check connections and fire up the oven.
A normally operating oven will cause
the dc reading to initially show as high as
4.5 KVdc, then as the magnetron fires up
and current is drawn from the power sup-

ply, the reading will decrease to somewhere between 2 and 2.5 KVdc and hold
steady. Poor connections to the magnetron will usually show no voltage change,
or a changing voltage as the connections
make and break.

A defective magnetron will either not
fire and the high voltage reading will remain high, or an intermittently shorting
tube will cause the readings to be much
lower than expected. Shorted magnetron
tubes usually cause the power supply to
hum louder than normal, but may not necessarily blow the fuse.

clip to the high -voltage winding of the

Testing the relay or triac

power transformer connected to the high voltage capacitor. Double check all connections, stand back and fire up the oven.

If previous testing of the primary voltage showed no reading and you suspect a

The ac voltage should be in the area of

relay or triac switching problem, these
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parts should be checked next. Most better quality ovens use a triac to power the
transformer because they are much more
reliable than a relay, but most technicians
do not have a quick and positive way to
test this device.
The triac used in the typical microwave
oven is usually either a one inch square
or round package about a half -inch thick
with three terminals, although some ovens
use the smaller plastic -metal tab style triacs. On the large triacs, the smallest ter-

minal is the GATE, or control pin, with
the MAIN TERMINAL 2 usually in the

the gate and MT2 in both directions.

problems; this can be checked without

These resistances should also be infinite.
A measurable resistance here points to a
defective triac. A low resistance reading
between the gate and MT1 in either direction is normal.

lay. If you believe the problem to be a
relay drive transistor, test the transistor

even removing the oven cover. Stick several NE -2 neon bulbs in the top of a styrofoam cup with a cup of water in the cup,
and turn on the oven. A properly operating oven will ionize the neon gas and the
neon bulbs will flash on and off as the stirrer rotates. If some lamps remain on while
others stay off, the magnetron is operating; the stirrer is inoperative. Check for a
broken belt or a seized bearing.

with whatever type of transistor test you
normally use.

A quick and dirty method of measuring microwave power is to run the oven

If the oven uses a relay, open it and
check for pitted or heat -damaged contacts, and burnish them, or replace the re-

for one minute at full power with eight

center, and the common, or MAIN TERMINAL 1 opposite the gate. On the smaller types, the pinout is MT1, MT2, GATE,
viewed left -to -right as viewed from the
front of the triac.
To test the triac with a multimeter, start
by disconnecting the wires from the triac.

The waveguide and stirrer

ounces of water in a styrofoam cup; a 500

If all components have been checked
and your microwave oven has the symptom of low heating, but otherwise seems
to be working normally, check the wave guide cover at the top of the oven cavity
at the exit of the waveguide. If it is coat-

watt cheapie will make the water almost

Set the meter to the high ohms scale. Mea-

ed with grease or food residues, it can ab-

sure the resistance between MT1 and

sorb a large amount of power and even
flash and arc. Clean it with ammonia and
water, or if it is burned, replace it with the
same type of plastic or mica material.
A malfunctioning stirrer can also cause

MT2 in both directions. These resistances
should be infinite. If either of these resistances is measurable, the triac is leaky.
Then measure the resistance between

too hot to stick a finger in, while a 750
watt monster will cause the water to steam.

The final check should be a test of the
door seal with a properly calibrated microwave leakage tester. Although the
FCC allows a maximum of five milliwatts
per square centimeter, most ovens will
show almost unmeasurable. Any reading

over one milliwatt should be cause for
alarm and the door seal and interlock
should be repaired and rechecked.
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Test Your Electronics Knowledge
Questions on resistance, impedance and voltage
By J.A. Sam Wilson
motor 7.5°, what will be the speed of the
motor in RPM?

R,

6. Can you find the voltage drop across
R2 in the circuit of Figure 3?

7. What determines the speed of a synchronous motor?
8. How much voltage would you expect
to measure across an LED when it is oper-

ating at its normal brightness?
R,

9. A 29.9mH coil is connected in series
with a 1000 resistor across a 400Hz generator. How much capacitive reactance is
needed in series with the combination to
get a phase angle of zero degrees?

R,

Figure 1. What is the voltage between 'x' and 'y'?

1. You have a dozen 100 resistors with

a ±1% tolerance. You need 110 with a
±10% tolerance. Use as many of the resis-

tors as you want. Show how you would
connect them to get the required 110.

2. Write the impedance 25M° in rectangular form.

3. Assuming that each of the resistors
in the circuit of Figure 1 is 250, what
is the resistance between terminals 'x'

and 'y'?
4. What is the applied voltage in the cir-

cuit of Figure 2?
5. You deliver 600 pulses per second to

Wilson is the electronics theory consultant for ES&T.

10. At what frequency will an inductive reactance of a 27mH coil equal a capacitive reactance of a 27mF capacitor?

a stepping motor. Assuming that each
pulse is strong enough to advance the

BONUS QUESTION -20 Points
You have an ordinary glass prism. You
shine an ultraviolet light through one face
of the prism. Will the longest UV waves

or the shortest UV waves be bent to a
greater degree by the prism?
(Answers on page 55)

1W

1 AMPERE

18V -

C) 10V

R,

4 Figure 2. What is the value of voltage 'V'?

Figure 3. What is the voltage across R2? -
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Computer software for service
center management
1{N

(unrad l'crssun
lem. In some other cases, it's a more formal description of the problem and solution, filed away in a filing cabinet.

ed from
Personal computers have e
mere curiosities of a few years ago that
entertained a handful of computer enthusiasts, to the powerful workhorses that

Troubleshooting/diagnostic tips may
also take the form of bulletins published
by the manufacturer to make all of its authorized service centers aware of common problems that have been encountered on certain products. Of course, another form of troubleshooting tips file is

they are today, capable of performing vir-

tually all of the filing and retrieving, accounting, billing and bill paying, inventory and payroll of a small business.
Today, for a few thousand dollars, a
small business can purchase all of the
computer hardware and software to per-

the memory of old Joe, who has been ser-

form all of the administrative and ac-

vicing for so long, and is so sharp that

counting functions it will ever need.

when someone has a problem they can't
solve they go to him.
Each of these types of data files has its
own unique disadvantages. For one thing,
there are several databases that a technician must search, and, depending on the
filing system used, the data might be easily accessible, or it might be almost impossible to locate. And, of course, paper
can easily be lost or torn, or coffee stained
beyond use. Old Joe might be out sick, or
he might have forgotten some of the information he once knew. And one day he's
going to retire.
These days, many service centers are
turning to the computer for storage and
retrieval of troubleshooting tips. Computerizing this information has many advantages. All of the data is in one place. If it's

Service center software
Many consumer electronics service
centers have found computers to be helpful in just about every phase of the operation. For starters, there's service center
management software. This type of software can assist the center in every task associated with the core business of the ser-

vice center: keeping track of all of the
products in the service center, from receiving the defective product to returning
the repaired product to the customer and
doing the billing. An advantage of using
a computer for these functions is that the
status of every unit in the service center
is instantly available at any time.

Beyond service center management
Because of its ability to store and retrieve any type of information that can be
converted into a form that a computer can

handle, tasks other than service center
management are being turned over to the
computer. For example, an important resource for any service center is the mass

of troubleshooting/diagnostic tips that it
has available for the technicians to refer
to when they encounter a problem that's
difficult to solve.
This information takes many forms. In

electronics equipment. For one thing,
computer operation depends on the software that's running at any particular moment. For another, because of the nature
of a computer, with the right software it
can be used to perform diagnostic operations on itself.
Because of this self -diagnostic ability,
and because of the creativity of program-

mers to exploit this ability, many diagnostic software programs are now available to service centers that allow them to
perform a wide range of diagnostic routines on computers to determine what's
causing the problem.

Service center software
There is now available so much software for service centers; management,
diagnosis, tips, that it becomes difficult to
be aware of it all or to keep track of it all.
This article is intended to help service
center owners sort out the software situation and provide names, addresses and

Service center management

without writing or keying anything.

The use of service center management
software allows the service center to automate every aspect of the business. When

a product is brought in for service you

Computer diagnostic software
Because of the declining cost of both
hardware and software, and easy -to -use
software for almost any conceivable consumer application; household accounts,
recipe file and retrieval, games, commu-

That means that, increasingly, consumer
electronic service centers are being called
upon to service personal computers.

Electronic Servicing & Technology

But a computer is considerably different
in a number of ways from other consumer

access to all of the information. Tips from
manufacturers and other outside sources
that are on disk may be entered directly

countered on that product, and the corrective action that eliminated the prob-
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of the problems that afflict computers.

telephone numbers of software providers.

nication, inventory; computers have
become firmly ensconced in the catego-

LS& 1

The traditional servicing test equipment, such as oscilloscopes and DMMs,
are useful in isolating the cause of many

properly backed up and safeguarded it
won't be lost. Every technician has easy

some cases, it's a few scribbles on a schematic diagram or a page of a service manual that describes a problem that was en-

Persson is et10,,1

Computer diagnostics

ry of a consumer electronics product.
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enter the customer's information and the
nature of the complaint. If this is a repeat
customer you may just have to type in the
phone number: the rest of the information
is retrieved from the computer database.
Here's a rundown of some of the features of a software product that provides
a broad range of service center management support. Software such as this can
vary considerably in its usefulness, depending on the particular needs and management style of the managers, so before

making a commitment to purchase such
a system the buyer should compare the
features and ease of operation of several
packages.
Cost is another important consideration. The least expensive of these prograrns cost a few hundred dollars. The
most expensive may cost several thousand dollars. As with any other product,
the purchaser must weigh the product's
features against the cost.
Many of the companies listed here offer
a demonstration program that you can try
out before you buy. Most of these demos

contain all the features of the software
product so you can determine if it will
meet your needs. The only limitation of a
demo package is in the record storage feature. Typically, a demo will only let you
store 10 or so transactions.

One manufacturer, BGI, will send a
fully featured package as a demonstration
for $14.50, on the understanding that the
person who orders it will pay the remain-

der of the full list price if the product is
satisfactory.

Tracking/scheduling
As information is entered into the corn -

puler, the computer creates a job ticket

ventory of parts without accumulating a

and stores the information. Now you can
do several things:

large inventory of slow -moving parts. By
coupling this information with manufacturer's shipping time, a service center can

Easily handle customer phone inquiries. Just enter the customer's phone
number or name and the job information
appears on the screen.
Instantly access a job's current status
just by supplying the appropriate code

order replacement parts early enough to
cut down on back orders.

number.

repair descriptions and labor pricing

Get detailed job status information.
Maintain a complete history of each

Invoicing
With some programs, you may enter

unit by serial number or by customer

ahead of time. The information is then on
record allowing the operator to automatically invoice by making number selec-

number.

tions for repair descriptions and labor

Call up a summary schedule that allows you to see the whole day's schedule
at a glance.
Schedule on -site service by territory.
Obtain a printout of both technician
routing sheets and a management sum-

prices. In addition, this program segment

allows you to print both customer and
standard NESDA or NARDA invoices
and to print post cards informing customers of the status of their unit.

mary sheet.

Codes and tables

Inventory management

The inventory program gives you the
individual parts movement by the month,
cross reference data, prices, quantity and
a reorder report. By checking the movement record, you can adjust quantities ordered to make sure you have adequate in-

User -defined codes and part -pricing
tables let you customize your system and
speed up data entry. All the technician
needs to do is to press a special key to see
the list of possible code entries. They include codes for unit types, brands, manufacturers, technicians, status of jobs; e.g.,

parts on order or estimate, customer ap-

The Fastest, Most Complete, Customized,

SM2001 And Easy To Use Program On The Market!
SER

MANAG

01,

Manage customer invoicing and workflow from

Electronically file warranty claims though

creation to tracking and billing - automatically!

KeyPrestige Inc.. the nations largest independent

Automatically generate, track. and control
parts orders saving effort, time, and money.

Gain inventory control through searching, cross
referencing, pricing levels. offering advice. general

warranty claims processor. providing an

automated link to many electronic manufacturers.
Gain access to many unique and special
features specifically designed for the servicing

ledger codes, gross profit reports. and more.

industry. with your time in mind.

Customize business reports from any or all of

Rapidly execute reports and file searches in just

the invoices you've ever processed.

Automate accounts receiva.)le functions such
as posting payments & credits. aging. month end
processing. and more. with just a few keystrokes.

Perform daily and end -of -month transaction
reports showing cost. sale price. and profit in just

seconds. You never have to archive a file - ever!

Designed Specifically To Help You
Manage All Aspects Of Your
Business More Efficiently And
Effectively

Sr\ICC31=1

3200 Senuow Dnve. Sioux Falls, SD 57107
PH: (605) 339-0100 FAX: (605) 339-0317

seconds.

To Learn More, Call 1-800-5ENCORE(736-2673)!
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proval, return shipping method, sales
taxes, vendors.

Forms and reports
A service management software system can save time and money in several
ways by doing much of the paperwork.
First, a valuable technician will have to
take less time away from repair work to
do paperwork. Second, the customer data
only has to be entered once. After that,
the computer will automatically generate
the information in the proper format to
match the different forms. Finally, the
various computer generated reports allow
service center management to see where
the money is going and how fast.
Some of the forms and reports that are
available are: management reports, such

as daily work in process report, work
completed not picked up, technician unit

report, technician productivity report,
production detailing report, job tracking/
scheduling. Also available are invoicing

reports, warranty and service literature
information and inventory management.

Integrated software
Some service center software packages

Ot

age includes modules for service center
management, a symptom/cure module, a
daily cash drawer module, and a time card
module to keep track of technicians' time.

A caveat
A service management system won't
make your business run any smoother all
by itself, any more than an oscilloscope
will diagnose a problem in a product. It's
a tool. You have to learn how to use it and

teach other people in your business how
to use it. And you have to use it consistently and correctly.
One other comment: these systems are
probably not for every servicing facility.
A low -end system, software only to run
on your own PC may cost several hundred to over a thousand dollars. A high end system for a large shop, software or
software and hardware, may cost several
thousand dollars. On the other hand, if a
shop is large enough to use one of these
systems, and the people who will use it
are dedicated enough to making it work,
the benefits may well far outweigh the
cost of the system.

AVS Services
4893 Clarendon Drive
San Jose, CA 95129
408-257-6100

Advanced Technology Group
205 Regency Executive Park Dr.,
Ste. 306
Charlotte, NC 28217
704-521-8113
Fax: 704-521-9711

America West C&E
Sage Data Systems
1900 Elk Street
Rock Springs, WY 82901
307-382-5663
800-542-9378
Fax: 307-382-7323

Astea International Inc.
55 Middlesex Turnpike
Bedford, MA 01730
6 I 7-275-5440

Fax: 617-275-1910

Automated Systems, Inc.
4827 Pioneer Blvd.
Lincoln, NE 68506
402-489-2717
Fax: 402-489-2370

CQ's 1994

t

If you're groping
for a better method of
running your business, let
NESDA light your way with
Service Control System II,

O

Service management
software companies

include more than one of these functions.
For example, at least one software pack-

a business management software
system designed to help you run a more
efficient business (NESDA members also
receive a 20% discount). For more information
about NESDA and Service Control System II,

just send the following information:

Amateur Radio
Almanac
If you're like most hams,
you'll be fascinated by the
thousands of facts, tables,
graphs, maps, and other
information to be uncovered

in the CQ 1994 Amateur
Radio Almanac.

CQ's 1994 Amateur
Radio Almanac is a

Name

resource you'll refer to over
and over again. At only $19.95 (plus $3.50 s/h)

Address

City

this is the one book you can't pass up!

State

Over 500 Pages!!

Zip

Year in Review Rules &

Phone

The SOURCE

NESDA

The

Space Postal Regs Useful Tables Silent Keys

Cloolrs AMISOCieti011, Inc.

Thousands of Facts & Figures

2708 W. Berry St.

Ft. Worth TX 76109
(817) 921-9061
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Order Toll Free 1-800-853-9797
CQ Communications
76 North Broadway, Hicksville, NY 11801
Phone: 516-681-2922 FAX 516-681-2926

BGI Co.

RAM Software Enterprises

50509 Hollyhock Rd.
South Bend, IN 46637
Phone/Fax: 219-277-8762

3434 Bren Lee Court
Indianapolis, IN 46227-7905
317-881-0690

Cahill Electronics

Sencore
Service Center Manager
3200 Sencore Drive
Sioux Falls, SD 57107
800-736-2673 Ext. 238
Fax: 605-339-9374

160 Main Street, PO Box 568
Kingston, NH 03848
603-642-4292
Fax: 603-642-7941

Computer Transaction Systems

Association
2708 W. Berry Street
Ft. Worth, TX 76109
817-921-9061
Fax: 817-921-3741

MPHIL)

Lamps) Camcorders Answering Machines
Cassettes CDs Car Stereos
PLUS ... Replacement Belts for a Wide Variety
of Electronic Equipment.
The Guide (available in manual and/or computer disk'
formats) lists a majority of the mechanical pails BY
MANUFACTURER MAKE AND MODEL

and is crossed
to the recommended PRB LINE Replacement Part. The
new and Improved PC version now lets you enter the
specs of your used belt and instantly gives you a listing

of all the PRB replacement belts available within the
range of your specs.

26303 Oak Ridge Drive
Spring, TX 77380
713-292-2177
Fax: 713-298-1492
713-298-1492

Service Management Software

Custom Data Associates
PO Box 10903
Baltimore, MD 21234
410-668-9594
Fax: 410-661-3942

Service Systems International, Ltd.

931 Sunset Blvd.
West Columbia, SC 29169
800-756-7035
Fax: 803-791-8521

Thr PRB CROSS GUIDE software runs In MS-DOS on any IBM PC or compatible with 640K of RAM, a small hard drive, and a 5 1/4 or a 3 1/2' floppy drive.
PRE's database occupies only 1.5 Mbytes 01 hard disk space when loaded.
MS-DOS Is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation. IBM Is a registered trademark of International Business Machines.

Part a XGUIDE (Manual)
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8717 West 110th Street, Suite 600
Overland Park, KS 66210
913-661-0190
800-826-4351
Fax: 913-661-0220

$7" (Pius Sh.pping6 Hamm
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To order call toll FREE .
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.

1-800-558-9572
or for 24 hour ordering

.

.

FAX: 1-800-887-2727
First In Quality Service & Delivery/
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ELECTRONICS COMPANY "_

Sidon Data Systems

P. 0. Box 28 . Whitewater, Wisconsin 53190

2030 Main St., Ilth Floor
Irvine, CA 92714
714-553-1131
Fax: 714-553-1133

SAVE
TIME

Magic Solutions, Inc.
180 Franklin Turnpike, 2nd Floor
Mahwah, NJ 07430
201-529-5533
Fax: 201-529-2955

u

.

North Weymouth, MA 02191
617-331-6968
800-332-6968
Fax: 617-331-6969

1320 Second Ave., SE
Cedar Rapids, IA 52403
319-362-2662
Fax: 319-362-4305

.. THE NEW 1994

TM '94 C ROSS GUIDE features the latest comprehensive information on replacement parts and belts for
JCRs (including many RF-Modulators and Sensor

Service Control System II
National Electronic Servicing Dealers

Ideal Computer Systems

PRICES

COMPREHENSIVE BELT &
VCR PARTS CROSS
REFERENCE GUIDE

RepairWare
PO Box 56

Core Software, Inc.

NOW AVAILABLE AT 1993

Dayta-Co
(Soft -Serve software)
757 North 22nd St.
Mesa, AZ 85213
Phone/Fax: 602-835-2243

Metrix, Inc.
20975 Swenson Drive
Waukesha, WI 53186
414-798-8560
Fax: 414-798-8573

Ogment Group
PO Box 781
Lafayette, CA 94549
510-284-7372
Message or Fax: 510-284-4142

Plaza Distributing
RUSH Software
8800 Merrimoor Blvd.
Largo, FL 34647
813-392-9168

Premium Parts +
PO Box 28
Whitewater, WI 53190
800-558-9572
Fax: 414-473-4727

Foothill TV & Electronics
(SyncPulse II)
7730 Foothill Blvd.
Tujunga, CA 91042
818-353-9595
Fax: 818-353-7016

Service tips programs
AnaTek Corporation
(Computer monitors)
PO Box 1200
4 Limbo Lane
Amherst, NH 03031
800-999-0304
603-673-4342
Fax: 603-673-5374

nor fast, accurate service,
please remove the peel
off label used to address
your magazine, and
attach it to the Reader
Service Card, the Address
Change Card or to any
correspondence you
send us regarding your
subscription.
Mail All
Correspondence To:
Electronic Servicing &
Technology
76 North Broadway
Hicksville, NY 11801

FixFinder
TCE Publications
10003 Bunsen Way

Louisville, KY 40299
502-491-8110
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High Tech Electronics
1623 Aviation Blvd.
Redondo Beach, CA 90278
310-379-2026
Fax: 310-379-9608
Higher Intelligence Sot 't N% are.

Inc.

60 Farmington Lane
Melville, NY 11747
516-643-7740
This company also offers custom software for the service industry.
Technical Information Procurement
System

Techfix Software
PO Box 1681
Forest Park, GA 30051-1681
Phone/Fax: 404-968-3715
Diagnostics/utilities
Accurite Technologies Inc.
231 Charcot Avenue
San Jose, CA 951311
408-433-1980

All Micro Inc.
1250 Rogers Street. Suite D
Clearwater FL, 34616
813-446-6660
American Megatrends, Inc.
6145-F Northbelt Parkway
Norcross, GA 30071
404-263-8181

Central Point Software Inc.
15220 NW Greenbrier Parkway,
Suite 200
Beaverton, OR 97006
800-445-4064
Dariana Software
5241 Lincoln Avenue, Suite B5
Cypress, CA 90630
714-236-1380
Data Depot
1710 Drew Street, Suite 5
Clearwater, FL 34615
813-446-3402
Diagsoft Inc.
5615 Scotts Valley Drive, Suite 140
Scotts Valley, CA 95066
408-438-8247
Disk Technician Corp.
1940 Garnet Avenue
San Diego, CA 92109
619-274-5000
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Fifth Generation Systems
10049 N Reiger Road
Baton Rouge, LA 70809-4562
504-291-7221

Ultra X Inc.
2005 De La Cruz Boulevard, Suite 115
Santa Clara, CA 95050
800-722-3789

Gibson Research Corp.
35 Journey Avenue
Aliso Viejo, CA 92656

Windsor Technologies
130 Alto Street
San Raphael, CA 94901

714-362-8800
Fax: 714-362-8808

915-456-2200
Fax: 415-456-2244

Landmark Research International
Corp
703 Grand Central Street
Clearwater, FL 34616
800-683-6696
McAfee Associates Inc.
2710 Walsh Avenue, Suite 200
Santa Clara, CA 95051

On-line systems

Technical Information Procurement
System

Online computer system for tech tips
PO Box 1681
Forest Park, GA 30051-1681
Phone/Fax: 404-968-3715
System Phone: 404-968-6600 E-7-1

408-988-3832

Help desk/telephone support systems

Micro 2000
1100 E Broadway, Suite 301
Glendale, CA 91205
818-547-0125
Fax: 818-547-0397

Intellisystems
5250 Neil Road, Suite 110
Reno, NV 89502-6546
800-637-8400
This company manufactures a software
product that doesn't fit into any of the cat-

Renasonce

5173 Waring Road, Suite 115
San Diego, CA 92120
619-287-3348
RG Software Inc.
6900 E. Camelback Road, Suite 630
Scottsdale, AZ 85251
602-423-8000
Symantec Corp.
10201 Torre Avenue

Cupertino, CA 95014-2132
800-554-4403
Tech Assist Inc.

5590 Ulmerton Road
Clearwater, FL 34620
800-274-3785
Touchstone Software Corp.

2130 Main Street, Suite 250
Huntington Beach, CA 92648
714-969-7746
Trackmate
Diagnostics and disk drive maintenance
5305 E. Shore Drive
Conyers, GA 30208
800-486-5707
Fax: 404-922-8044
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egories discussed in the article, but that
may be of interest to some service centers. It's a computerized system that allows a service center to set up a computer system such that callers may get answers to many of their questions directly
from a computer without tying up a human operator.
Claims filing help system
Key Prestige
11065 Knott Avenue, Suite B

Cypress, CA 90630
714-893-1111
Fax : 714-893-7997
This company doesn't fit any of the cat-

egories in this article, either. It acts as a
front end for many manufacturers for a
number of functions. Once subscribed to
this system, a manufacturer's specific
data baseis created and continually maintained. Service centers can access this
data and obtain information on claims,
parts availability and pricing, technical
bulletins and more, as authorized by the
subscribing manufacturer. A center that
wishes to access this system only needs a
PC and the appropriate communications
software.
When the user connects with the cen-

tral source mainframe, they instantly
have access to all authorized information.

According to the company, the screens
are all menu -driven and easy -to -use, and
on-line help is available.

Copier basics
By James Intravia

Copier manufacturers generally describe their equipment as "state-of-theart", and to them and the end users, it is.
But, interestingly enough, from a service
point of view, copiers have hardly changed
at all in 20 years. I have been doing basic
copier training for technicians since 1980

and other than idiosyncrasies of certain
machines and explanations of new "bells
and whistles", what technicians need to
know hasn't changed at all!
The word xerography comes from a
pair of Greek words. "Xeros" is Greek for
"dry," and "graph" is the combining form

of the Greek meaning to carve, or write.
The combination of these translates to
"dry writing". It is this word that the Haloid company used to come up with the
name "Xerox," after the xerographic process was invented and perfected by a man
named Chester Carlson in Astoria, New
York in 1939. I am pleased to report that
Mr. Carlson was handsomely rewarded

for his invention and lived a full and
happy life which included many contributions to worthy causes.
An explanation of copier operation is
generally divided into two sections:
The xerographic process, also known
as the copy process, and,
The paper path.
This explanation will start with the five
steps of xerography. See Figure 1, a general drawing showing the essential components of a copying machine.

Charge
A key component in a xerographic cop-

ier is a rotating cylinder, usually called
the drum (also known as photoconductor

or photoreceptor). The surface of this
drum is coated with a light sensitive semi -

conductive material, such as selenium. If
a strong static charge is applied to this surface, the charge will remain there, as long

as the surface is kept in darkness.
If light strikes this surface, the charge
will flow to ground through the aluminum
Intravia is owner/chief technician of Knight Business
Systems Ltd., an office equipment servicing company, and
publisher of a line of office equipment service manuals.

base beneath the light sensitive surface.
If a single point of light strikes the surface, only that point will lose charge. The
rest of the surface will remain charged.
The drum rotates on a shaft.
Parallel to the drum will be a unit generally known as the "charge corona" (other names include primary corona, main
corona, number one corona, and corotron). The corona consists of a pair of insulators with a very fine wire (about 60
microns) stretched between them. Each
insulator (corona block) is at one end of
the drum. They are isolated from ground.
At one end of the corona wire is a connector, connecting the 60 micron wire to
a power supply of about 5000Vdc. This
voltage is applied to the wire, with no path
to ground. The result is what is known as

a corona field. If you look closely at the
charged wire, you can usually see a faint
blue glow around it.
The field will cause the photoconduc-

tive surface of the rotating drum to be
electrically charged. You can't measure
it, but the actual voltage on the surface of
the drum is about 700Vdc. After the drum

has rotated past the electrostatic corona
field it is completely charged with a static electric charge.

Exposure
When the operator places a document
on the copier's platen glass and presses
the copy button, a bright light under the
glass is turned on and moves under the
glass, illuminating the document. In the
case of moving -top machines, the light
stands still and the glass moves. The image of the document is reflected through
a set of mirrors and a lens.
The image of the document strikes the
rotating drum, moving at the same surface speed as the drum. Everywhere that
light strikes the drum, the surface of the
drum is discharged. Where there is no
light, the surface remains charged. This
gives an effect called the "latent image."
The surface of the drum now has an
electrical pattern exactly corresponding
to the document, except that it is a mirror

image. Wherever the document was white,

the drum has been discharged. Wherever
there was printing on the original document the drum retains a charge.

Development
The drum, with its latent image, now
rotates past the developer unit. The developer unit consists of an aluminum roller,
parallel to the drum, with magnets inside
of it. This roller is spinning and is nearly

in contact with the drum. It spins in a
trough -like area filled with developer:
iron filings coated with plastic.
Another substance, the toner, is introduced into the developer unit. Toner particles are fine particles of black plastic.
The irregular shape of the developer material (like a grain of sand under a microscope) and the plastic coating causes the

much smaller toner particles to stick to
the developer.
The static caused by the two non-metal-

lic items and the nooks and crannies in
the developer particles cause the toner to
adhere to the developer particles. As the
developer roller rotates, the magnets inside cause the developer particles, with
the attached toner particles, to cling to the

roller. As the roller comes close to the
drum surface, the charged areas of the
drum surface overcome the static charge
that is holding the toner particles to the
developer particles. This causes the toner
particles to migrate to the drum surface.
The force of the magnetic field on the

developer roller attracts the developer
particles more powerfully than does the
static charge on the drum, and continues
to hold on to the developer particles. As
the roller passes the drum, it then rotates

back to the trough and the developer
mixes with more toner and is replenished
for its next rotation.

At this point, if you were to stop the
process and remove the drum from the
machine, you would find a mirror image
of the document on the drum. This is not
an invisible latent image This is for real.
You can actually see the letters, and so on,

right on the drum surface.
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Transfer
the piece of paper. The paper has been fed

of the paper. The pressure bonds the liquid into the grain of the paper. As the paper exits these rollers, you have a com-

into the machine. The electronics of the

pleted copy, which also happens to be

copier tells the paper exactly when to feed
so as to meet the drum at the precise time.
That will be discussed at a later time.
As the paper meets the drum, it passes

quite hot for a second or two. That is the
end of the basic xerographic process.

over another corona unit. This is called
the "transfer corona" and is pretty much

Charge, exposure, development, transfer, fusing: these are the basic steps for
the process and the cause and solution of
all copy quality problems in a copier. No
matter how experienced the technician,
whenever he or she runs into a problem
that is not instantly obvious, these steps
must be mentally reviewed to eliminate
the unlikely causes of the problem and to
narrow down the troubleshooting steps.

The next step is to apply that image to

identical to the charge corona. It is usual-

ly located beneath the drum. The paper

will pass between the corona and the
drum. This corona will charge the paper.

The charge on the paper will now be
stronger than the charge that is holding
the toner particles to the drum. Consequently, the toner will now leave the drum
surface and adhere to the paper. Transfer
is now complete. However the copy is not
finished yet.
If you were to stop the machine and remove this piece of paper here is what you
would find. The copy would look perfect.

The image of the original document
would be exactly copied onto the paper.
You can read it. It is no longer a mirror
image, but a perfect reproduction.
However, if you touched the paper at
this time, the toner would rub right off
onto your fingers. The toner particles are
still particles. They are just laying on the
paper, held there lightly by an electrostatic charge. This brings us to the final step.

Fusing
Fusing has nothing to do with fuses.
Fusing is the term applied to the act of
permanently bonding the toner particles
to the paper. There are several methods of
doing this, but nearly all modern copiers

(and laser printers) use the following
method of heat and pressure fusing.
The paper, with the image on it, passes
between a set of rollers, which look similar to an old-fashioned washing machine
clothes wringer. There are two very different rollers. The upper roller is hollow
aluminum with a non-stick surface such
as Teflon, and has an 800W quartz heater
lamp inside of it. The lamp maintains a
surface temperature on the roller of approximately 350F to 390E The lower roller is a solid roller of silicone rubber.
The two rollers are pressed tightly to-

gether by springs. As the paper passes
through them, the heat causes the toner
particles to liquefy and flow into the grain

paper will contact the drum, and the image will be transferred.
However, the same static charge that
caused the toner to transfer to the paper
also causes the paper to stick to the drum.
Some mechanism must be in place to separate the paper from the drum. This is accomplished in any of several ways. There
may be a "separator corona," a dc corona
with an ac ripple, which magically causes the paper to fall off the drum without
disturbing the image. Or there may be a
small piece of mylar that peels the paper
off the drum, like a fingernail removing
wallpaper. In some cases, the stiffness of
the paper causes it to go straight rather

Diagnosing copy quality problems

For example if the copy is black, it can
only be caused by a lack of exposure. If

the copy is blank (white), it could be
caused by lack of charge, lack of development or lack of transfer, but it could not
be caused by lack of exposure or by problems in the fusing step.

than wrapping around the drum, thus
eliminating the need for separation.
After the paper leaves the drum, it is on
its way to the fuser section. At this point
the trailing edge of the paper might still
be being carried by the registration rollers. Also, the portion of the paper not yet

separated from the drum is helping to
push it along. In some cases, this may

The paper path

carry the paper until the lead edge reaches the fuser rollers, at which point the fuser rollers will carry the paper.

The stack of paper is usually sitting in
a tray, known as a cassette. There is a set

belts immediately after the transfer coro-

of rubber tires in contact with the top

na. These belts, often combined with a

sheet. These tires (known as paper feed

slight suction provided by a fan mounted
below them, will help carry the paper to

tires or primary feed tires) are mounted to
a shaft which is driven by a small electric
motor or a wrap spring or an electromagnetic clutch.
At the signal from the copier's main circuit board, this shaft will be driven, caus-

In some cases, there may be a set of

the fuser. The fuser is part of the paper
path but was already described in the section on the xerographic process.

ing the tires to rotate, driving the paper

Copier problems

forward to another set of rollers. At these
rollers, the paper will stop and wait (the
paper may actuate a switch which shuts
off the primary feed paper feed tires or the
primary feed may be designed so that one

What goes wrong with copiers? Everything! But the most common problems

rotation puts the paper at this precise
point). These rollers are called the registration rollers or secondary feed rollers.

lips screwdriver and some cleaning materials. An inexpensive digital meter is the
most sophisticated item in a copier tech-

At about this time, the scanner, the opti-

nician's tool case and is frequently not

cal section of the machine which is illuminating and scanning the original document, will signal to the main circuit board
that the latent image is being rotated toward the transfer corona. The registration
rollers will now be engaged to drive the
paper toward the drum so as to just meet
the latent image. This point of contact,
with the piece of paper meeting the latent
image, between the transfer corona and
the drum, is known as "registration." The

have to do with copy quality. Approximately 95% of all copier problems are
solved with common sense, logic, a Phil-

used for a week or more at a time.

Most copier troubleshooting is not
done by measurements and comparisons,

but by using your senses, by logically
eliminating blind alleys, by trial and error.

It has been said that a technician is his
own worst enemy. Copiers are very unforgiving. Callbacks are the measure of cornpetency. Good technicians recognize the

tendency to make mistakes and retrace
their own steps constantly to eliminate this.
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Salvaging flooded electronic
products
By Dale C. Shackelford

As flood waters recede back into the
Mississippi river basin, servicing techni-

cians throughout the Midwest have, no
doubt, been flooded with calls to repair a
variety of products that have been either

partially or completely submerged in
brackish water for an indeterminate
amount of time. In many cases the replacement cost of the product will be less
than the repair cost estimate, and the repairs will not be justified.

In cases where owners of specialty
equipment, one of a kind units, or devices

with sentimental value come to call, repair costs are of little concern. Additionally, technicians and hobbyists who frequent insurance auctions will often find
salvageable products for pennies on the
dollar. For those who are up to the challenge of restoring flood -damaged equipment, here are a few hints.
The same techniques discussed here,
apply, of course, to restoring any kind of
water damaged equipment, whether it's
Shackelford is an independent electronic servicing
technician.

caused by rivers flooding, rain soaking,

directly on the PC board with an indeli-

water damage during firefighting or

ble marking pen, and make your own
drawings of the circuits. Depending on

plumbing leaks.

how much dirt and debris is inside, you

Evaluating the condition
Upon receiving a product that has been

completely or partially submerged, in-

may want to gently run a hose over everything to clean it out.

spect the cabinet for damage which would
preclude the unit from repair. Solid wood

Reshaping warped PC boards
Often, pc boards that have been wet

cabinets may sometimes be refinished,
while cabinets constructed of wood laminate over plywood or chipboard should
be discarded. If another cabinet is avail-

tend to warp out of shape. Severely

able that will accommodate the chassis, it
should be used. Otherwise there may be
no use for the chassis other than for parts.
Plastic cabinets will obviously withstand

most immersions, and will not sustain
permanent damage from fresh, cool water.
Regardless of the type of product (television, VCR, stereo, etc.), closely inspect

warped boards should be removed from
the chassis and immersed in warm water
for several hours to make them pliable
(what can it hurt, it's already been under
water). Never use hot water, though, as

this could cause further deformation.
Also, if the boards are really dirty, a little
mild detergent might help clean them up.
Once the board is completely saturated, rinse it if you used any detergent, then

gently blow off any excess water with

the entire chassis for any debris which

compressed air and lay the pc board on a

may have accumulated inside the cabinet,
by dismantling the entire unit. Be sure to

piece of scrap, untreated plywood. By

mark all connections that are not otherwise clearly marked (wiring harnesses,
pin connections, etc.). If necessary, write

flat against the plywood, the board will
dry, while the clamps will allow for expansion/contraction (Figure I ).

fashioning small clips to hold the pc board

Figure 1. A few simple clips will allow you to fasten the pc board
against a piece of plywood, so that it will be able to dry without warping, but will also be able to expand or contract as it dries.

Figure 2. If poor connections at griplets are a problem, resolder them.

Passing a piece of wire through the griplet while soldering will help
ensure the integrity of the joint.

L44444444444444
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If this is a fairly new set and the components look as though they might be susceptible to ESD (electrostatic discharge)
damage, observe all ESD precautions.

Complete the drying process
Once all boards are completely dry and
(relatively) flat, remove all of the larger

IC packages, transformers, relays and
other components that may trap or otherwise conceal moisture. Additionally, RF

shields should be completely removed
during the drying process to allow air to
circulate evenly over all circuitry. A few
blasts of compressed air will help to disperse moisture and aid in evaporation.
On some pc boards, circuit traces can
begin on one side of the board (top), then
pass through the board and continue on

the other side (bottom). When a board
with these types of traces, with metal
rings connecting top and bottom traces
(often called griplets) has been warped,
the griplets can separate inside the board,
causing an open circuit which is virtually impossible to detect visually.

Simply heating the solder on each of
the griplets will usually be enough to establish the connections as the solder re flows, though passing a small piece of solid wire completely through the griplets as
the solder is heated is recommended (Fig-

ure 2). In stubborn cases, jumper wires
may be used to establish the connections.

Tuners
As tuners are such sensitive devices,
they are often automatically replaced or
rebuilt prior to being returned to service,

but there is really no harm in trying to
clean the original. Analog tuners should
be cleaned as thoroughly as possible with
compressed air or immersion in clean,
warm water.
Extreme care should be taken not to
bend or break any of the fine wires or coils
with compressed air, as even the slightest

bend may change the inductance enough
to render the tuner useless. Once the tuner

is apparently completely dry, a liberal
dose of WD40 will displace any remaining, though unseen, moisture.
Apply small dabs of tuner lubricant to

all contact points within the tuner then
spray exposed coils and other components with a high resistance clear coat

Several light coats of this spray will be
more effective than one heavy coat. Digital tuners rarely need more attention than
other printed circuits, but will require spe-

checks to make sure that there aren't any

cial servicing more often than analog

water induced short circuits lurking

units will require it.

inside. Then, rather than simply plugging
the unit into the wall and turning it on, use
a variable isolated transformer and gradually increase the supply voltage. Check

agnostic procedures used with any other
set. Before applying any power, it would

be a good idea to perform resistance

Other controls and components
Volume controls and other potentiometers should be cleaned with any one of the

for the presence of horizontal pulses,
waveforms, etc. at the lower voltages to
prevent destruction of components.
While the process for salvaging each

commercially available cleaners which
leave a lubricating residue, and can be ap-

plied under high pressure. If possible,
pots should be dismantled before cleaning to check for debris which may have
accumulated within the case.
Finally, remove all components (brackets, housings, etc.) from the cabinet, and
wash the cabinet thoroughly, both inside
and out. Warm water under high pressure
will dislodge most accumulated debris
which may someday jar loose if not removed now, and cause a short circuit.
Speakers that have been exposed to flood
waters will obviously have to be replaced,
and input/output jacks should be cleaned
and dried.
Change any and all belts and tires within the unit, regardless of their outward ap-

pearance. Tape heads, tape guides and
similar mechanisms should receive special consideration while cleaning, making certain that all soldered connections
are secure. Mechanisms that normally re-

quire lubrication should be wiped clean
before the new oil/grease is applied.

Before you turn it back on
After reassembling the unit, begin di-

product will depend on the type of device,

the amount of damage sustained and
resources available, the main objective is
to minimize the effects that the water had,
or will have upon the electronic and mechanical components. The general rule in
these cases is to clean and dry everything,
but take it slowly. Do not place pc boards
in direct sunlight to dry, as a normally lit
room with good air circulation will allow
the board to dry slowly and evenly. Take
your time. The satisfaction and profits that
can be realized are well worth the efforts.

Taking care of business
Many waterlogged consumer electronics products can be restored to perfect operating condition, but there are no guarantees. It would be unfortunate if you did all
the work described above and then the set
just refused to work, and the customer just
refused to pay.
You should make it clear up front that

you don't claim to work miracles, and if
a particular waterlogged set works again
it could be considered a miracle. And you
should be sure to be paid up front.

ES&T
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READER
SURVEY
Bound into this issue is the ES&T Reader
Survey card. It's located on page 29.

It's a mini survey about you. We would like to hear about the
problems you face, the opportunities you see and the equipment you use during the course of your work day.

spray. These clear coats are typically used
to reduce high voltage coronas around the

The postage is paid. All you have to do is fill it out and mail it.

second anode connections at picture

What could be easier?

tubes, and are very useful as a protective
coating for other components.

Please fill yours out and mail it today.
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Regulator burnouts
By Homer DaN idson

in

many of the newer TV chassis, the
fixed low voltage is found damaged. A
leaky horizontal output transistor, flyback, or secondary overloaded circuit
may damage the low -voltage regulator in
the low -voltage power supply. Often, the
symptom is a dead set: no raster, or sound.

The low -voltage regulator may by
destroyed, leaky or open, causing no or
improper low voltage, higher than normal
low voltage, and blown fuses.

The low voltage regulator component
may look like another output transistor or

appear as an IC part on the heat sink
(Figure 1). In the latest TV chassis, the
low -voltage regulator may be a very large
IC on a large heat sink. These voltage regulators may have three or more terminals.

Basic low -voltage regulators

Figure 1. The low -voltage regulator and horizontal output transistor may look alike in some early

The flat four -terminal IC regulator may

voltage regulator circuits.

have several regulator transistors within
one component (Figure 2). Here the input
terminal is 1, the output terminal is pin 4,
and pin 3 is grounded. These low -voltage

regulators may have a fixed dc output
voltage from +115Vdc to +135Vdc. The
input voltage may vary from 150Vdc to
175Vdc.

of ac current at power turn -on to prevent
damage to the rectifiers.
Power is also applied to the bridge rectifiers to develop approximately 165Vdc
for the regulator IC801. A leaky horizontal output component or voltage regula-

The fixed regulator output voltage is

tor may destroy the 4A fuse, R801 and

fed to the horizontal output transistor, fly-

one or two silicon diodes in the bridge rectifier circuits.

back and horizontal driver circuits. The
fixed regulated dc voltage goes through

This +165V may be checked at test

the primary winding of the horizontal out-

put transformer to the horizontal output
transistor. Besides feeding the output circuits, the same regulated voltage may be
applied to the horizontal driver primary
transformer winding to the collector terminal of the horizontal driver transistor.

point TP9. Of course, in some TV chassis, you may find input and output test

points in the low -voltage fixed circuits. If

no test points are found, this dc voltage
supply can be checked at the horizontal
output transistor.
Capacitor C806 (4701E) stores and filters the raw dc voltage. The bridge rectifiers are protected by a 1.5A fast -blow
fuse, F802, which will open in the event
that IC801 or horizontal output circuits
become leaky. If both F801 and F802 are
blown, you may assume IC801, horizontal output transistor, flyback and over-

IC801 - LOW VOLTAGE REGULATOR

+165V
I N1

"r

4

OUT +131V

Basic fixed regulator circuits
The switched power line voltage is
applied to the degaussing coil (L805),
through thermistor R805 to degauss the

picture tube each time the chassis is
turned on (Figure 3). F801 will open if
there is a leaky component in the low -

voltage or horizontal output circuits.
Resistor R801, 1852, dampens the inrush
Davidson is a TV servicing consultant for ES&T.
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Figure 2. The internal wiring of a basic regulator IC component.
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Figure 3. A basic fixed low -voltage regulator circuit with output voltage applied to the horizontal output and driver transistors.

loaded scan derived circuits may he leaky.

Capacitor C8I5 ( I 00uF) provides filter-

R8I8, 22052. 20W resistor in parallel
with IC801, increases the current capacity of voltage regulator IC801. The out-

ing for the 131V source at pin 4 of IC801.

put voltage can he checked at

1.134.

Defective regulator circuit
The symptom of a defective regulator

is a dead chassis. The low -voltage regulator may fail as a result of internal leakage, power line spikes or surges, or lightning oamage. Leaky components in the

horizontal output and flyback circuits
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Figure 5. Try to replace he low -voltage regulators with the exact replacement if possible.
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Figure 6. IC801 was destroyed by a shorted horizontal output transistor 0551 in a General Electric 13BC-4 chassis.

ning strikes the low voltage circuits, all
small resistors should be checked and
replaced if necessary.

Troubleshooting the low -voltage
power supply
Before troubleshooting the regulator
and horizontal output circuits, connect
the set to the power line via a variable iso-

lation transformer. With ac line voltage
applied to the bridge rectifiers, measure
the voltage at TP4 (+165V). The +165V
is fed through fuse F802 (1.5A fast -blow
type). Check the output voltage at F802
and test point TP4. In this circuit the output regulated voltage should be +131V.
If you measure low output voltage, or
zero volts, suspect IC801 if F802 is nor-

mal. A higher voltage may indicate an
open IC801 regulator. Low voltage at TP4

or horizontal output collector terminal
may indicate a leaky regulator, flyback or
horizontal output transistor.

normal or the fuse holds and does not
blow at once.
Test the suspected leaky horizontal output transistor while out of circuit. Before
replacing the transistor, check for a leaky

damper diode or yoke circuit. A resistance measurement from collector terminal or damper diode will indicate leakage
in the output circuits. Remember, in some
output transistors, the damper diode is in
the same package with the transistor.
Slowly raise the output voltage of the
variable transformer after replacing the

leaky output transistor. If the new transistor becomes warm, or the fuse blows

age at the collector terminal of the horizontal output transistor will be zero. The
dc voltage found at the isolation resistor
or primary winding should be higher than
normal if the flyback has an open winding. In most chassis that have a +120V
adjustment control, this control cannot
adjust the low voltage when the horizontal transistor is out of the circuit.
The leaky voltage regulator IC may produce higher than normal voltage to the horizontal output transformer (Figure 5). The
leaky internal resistance would be in parallel with the 20W resistor, producing high-

er output voltage. Often, the low -voltage

at around 65Vac, suspect an overloaded
secondary circuit, such as silicon diodes

regulator becomes leaky to common
ground, opening the B+ fuse. If the low

or leaky components within the sec-

voltage is higher, the high voltage is higher and may shut down the chassis.
After locating a defective output transistor or IC voltage regulator, remove it from
the circuit, and check resistors, diodes and
capacitors tied to each terminal.

ondary derived circuits. Do not overlook
the possibility that the problem is caused
by a leaky bypass capacitor within the
pincushion circuits.

The defective flyback transformer
Keeps blowing the B+ fuse
Suspect a leaky voltage regulator, horizontal output transistor or flyback if the

B+ fuse keeps opening. A quick resistance or diode measurement from the col-

lector terminal of the horizontal output
transistor may indicate a leaky output
transistor. A resistance measurement of
less than one ohm indicates a shorted out-

put transistor. Simply remove the output
transistor and notice if voltage returns to

A leaky flyback may destroy the horizontal output transistor and low -voltage
regulator IC. Check both fuses to see if
they're open. After replacing a leaky output transistor, slowly raise the variable
line transformer voltage. If the flyback is
leaky, the output transistor will become
warm before the transformer output voltage reaches 65Vac. Monitor the low voltage at the same time.

If the flyback winding opens, the volt-

Shorted General Electric
13BC-4 chassis
No sound, no raster, no picture, was the

symptom in this GE portable chassis.
Fuse F2 was burned black inside the glass

area, indicating a short circuit. Before I
replaced both fuses, I checked the horizontal output transistor from collector ter-

minal to common ground. It showed a
leakage resistance of 0.11a
After replacing Q551 with an ECG389
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Figure 7. Lightning striking the power line destroyed several components within the low -voltage regulator circuits of this set.

isolation transformer and slowly raised

I pulled the plug and tried to locate
R802. 6.80, 3W power resistor. After

The resistance at the collector terminal
of the horizontal output transistor to chas-

the ac voltage. Nothing occurred, no
raster or picture. Both new fuses were

blowing out some dust and dirt, I located
R802 near the low -voltage regulator. A

sis ground was normal. The resistance

normal. A quick voltage measurement at

low resistance measurement between
TP05 and F2 indicated that R802 was
faulty. I replaced this isolation resistor

output transistor, I connected the variable

F2 indicated +168V, which was quite
high. The voltage on the input terminal of
the low -voltage regulator (IC801) measured zero volts (Figure 6).

F802
1.2A

FROM BRIDGE
RECTIFIERS

and applied power to the set. F2 opened
immediately.

R812

11011

6.822

2000

5W

1SW

from pin 2 of IC801 to ground was about
the same. R802 tested good.
I removed the horizontal output transistor from the chassis and applied power
to the chassis. Again, F2 blew. This left
no doubt that the low -voltage regulator

+134V

.153V

0404
HORIZONTAL
OUTPUT

C441

L410

0.0024,.F

1461

FLYBACK

0801
VOLTAGE

C440

REGULATOR

0.0024,F
yD806

TT

REPLACE
R801
51012

TO 0803

Figure 8. A defective flyback transformer. T461. destroed both 0404 and the low -voltage regulator (0801) in a Toshiba CX2035 TV set.
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was defective. Replacing IC801 with an
ECG1546 universal replacement re-

dead Toshiba CX2035 TV chassis,

I

turned this set to normal operation.

checked the horizontal output transistor
for leakage. Q404 was definitely shorted

Perhaps the horizontal output transistor
(Q551) became shorted, taking out
IC801, R802 and both fuses in its path.

(0.130). I replaced it with an SK9022 universal replacement.
When I connected the set to the power

Sony SCC-5480A
ith lightning damage
A Sony table model came in with lightning damage. The lightning had blown
out fuses in the house and destroyed sev-

eral appliances, torched a radio and
silenced the TV set. In many cases a TV
chassis struck by lightning or damaged by
spikes or surges on the power line may be
so seriously damaged that it is not economical to repair it. To evaluate whether
it would be worthwhile to service this set
I began by replacing both fuses: F801 and
F802. Once I had replaced these fuses, I
measured the resistance from the collec-

tor terminal of the output transistor
(Q502) to common ground. It seemed to
be normal.
I inspected the bridge rectifiers (D601)
and found that two diodes were shorted
(Figure 7). Since I did not have the right
bridge rectifier on hand, I wired four 2.5A
silicon diodes together and tacked them

into the circuit to provide temporary
power for an estimate. R602 and R616
were open, so I replaced them. R616 was

line via a variable isolation transformer
and increased the voltage, Q404 became
warm. The low -voltage supply voltage

was abnormally low.

I

checked the

replacement Q404 for leakage, and this
time measured 77g. I removed the transistor and checked it out of circuit. Q404
tested good.
I measured the resistance at F802 to
common ground and the meter charged
up and down, indicating no leakage. A
resistance measurement at the output terminal of the low -voltage regulator
(Q801) indicated around 790 (Figure 8).
I concluded that Q801 was leaky, so I

mal. I disconnected the red yoke lead, but
nothing changed. Since Q404 and Q801

were damaged, I suspected a defective
flyback transformer.
After injecting a horizontal signal at the
base of the output transistor (Q404) and
finding no output from T461, I ordered a

replacement flyback transformer. No
doubt the defective flyback had also
knocked out the low -voltage regulator
and output transistor Q404. The new flyback completed the correction of the low voltage problem.

Conclusion
Always use a variable isolation transformer when servicing an ac -powered TV

chassis. When the low voltage cannot be
varied, suspect the low -voltage regulator
circuits. Check the low -voltage circuits

replacement regulator.
I again slowly raised the ac voltage with

when low or no voltage is found at the
horizontal output transistor. Closely
inspect the low -voltage regulator for
overheated conditions. Remember, with
capacitor replacement in the fixed low -

the same results. Now Q801 had an

voltage circuits (+115V to +135V)

extremely low output voltage. The resistance at the collector of Q404 was nor-

choose an electrolytic capacitor with a

replaced it with a universal ECG270

working voltage of 200V.

Complete Your Collection of
ES&T
Order Your Back Issues Today!

replaced with a 2.50, 5W resistor, and
R602 with a 2.50 IOW resistor.
When I slowly raised the voltage, the
power regulator IC began to smoke, and
fuse F602 (1.25A) opened. A closer examination of resistors tied to the low -voltage
regulator indicated a burned 8604 (12K),

R603 (33000), R607 (220K), R526
(15K), and D504 was cracked open.
I removed IC601 from the back side of
the chassis. This IC, mounted on a metal
heat sink, also showed signs of lightning

damage. The remainder of the chassis
looked fairly clean, without any additional damage. I ordered a replacement
for the low -voltage regulator from a Sony

distributor. Now the evaluation of the
extent of the lightning damage was com-

TANDY DISTRIBUTOR SALES
VCR REPLACEMENT PARTS & INSTRUCTIONAL VIDEOS

Tandy Distributor Sales: has video (educational / maintenance) tapes
and replacement parts for your VCR servicing needs.

PROJECTOR RECORDER BELT has a variety of products to meet your
VCR sericing needs. Products available include: belt kits, assorted parts
kits and specialized kits for name brand models, idler assemblies, pinch
rollers and video clutch tires. PRB also has video tapes available on VCR
cleaning and repair. PRB's Videoproof prevents foreign articles from being
placed into the video cassette door. A complete cross reference of all PRB
products is available in catalog and diskette (3 1/2" or 5 1/4") formats.

plete. Replacement of IC601, D601,
R602, R616, F601, F602, R604, R603,
R607, R506 and zener diode D504 would
restore the lightning damaged TV chassis to operation.

UCANDO has a variety of tapes to help you service VCRs and learn more
about various electronic subjects. UCANDO offers "VCR Maintenance"
and "Introduction to VCR Repair" video tapes. A retail (counter -top)
display is available with tapes on numerous electronic subjects. For more
information on these and other products available from:

Toshiba CX2035 leaky flyback circuits
After replacing F801 and F8(12 in a

Tandy Distributor Sales: CALL 1-800-322-3690 Ext. 378
Circle (47) on Reply Card
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Simple power supply and probe
adapter aid testing
By Roger D. Redden

You know the symptom. When you turn
on the TV you hear a brief rustle of high
voltage, a short squeal, and then total si-

15pF
1000V

lence as the set shuts down. It sounds as
if the integrated high voltage transformer
(IHVT) is arcing. But experience reminds
you that the sound could also be caused
10MP
1/2W

by a load on the IHVT that draws too
much current, a B+ regulator problem, a
horizontal drive problem, or a shutdown
circuit problem.
The collector of the horizontal output
transistor (HOT) is a valuable test point
for this kind of problem, and the adapter

C» ( I 1_

=)T

Figure 1. The X2 adapter is enclosed in heat -shrink tubing.

I'll describe makes it safer to hook a scope

to this test point. Checking this test point
while you use the power supply described
here can help reveal if a load on the IHVT

probe while observing the waveform at

draws too much current, or if the IHVT
arcs near its normal level of high voltage.
In addition, you can use the power supply to check zener diodes with voltage ratings up to about 150V. First, I'll describe
the adapter, and then the power supply.

A X2 adapter for a scope probe
For years I connected the X10 probe
that came with my scope directly to the
collector of the HOT to measure retrace

the HOT collector, I soldered together the
simple adapter shown in Figure 1.
The adapter is just a 15pF, 1000V capacitor in parallel with a 10MS2, I/2W resistor. One end of the resistor is connected to a grabber through a short length of

insulated wire. The other end is formed
into a small loop to receive the hook of
the 10X probe. I insulated the wire con-

nection with a small diameter piece of
heat shrink tubing, then shrunk a larger

retrace pulses, you must judge the risk
yourself. You should check the rating of
your probe and then decide if half the
pulse you want to measure exceeds your

probe's voltage rating, keeping in mind
that the probe's pulse voltage rating probably is greater than its dc rating.
If your X10 probe is switchable, be sure

it's in the X10 position while you use it
with the adapter.
Since the adapter cuts a signal in half

when used with a X10 probe, the combined effect is that of a X20 probe. For
example, if the scope's vertical attenuator is set on 1V/Div, and the signal deflects the scope's beam 4 divisions, the

though my 10X probe was rated at

diameter piece of tubing over the capacitor and resistor, leaving the end that receives the probe unshrunk.

600Vdc while some collectors had 1100V
retrace pulses riding on top of more than

The capacitance of the adapter, in series
with the capacitance of the probe and the

100Vdc. My probe probably survived

scope's input, cuts a horizontal pulse

volts (1 volt per division times 4 divi-

because probes often have a peak pulse
voltage rating for low frequencies that is
double their dc voltage rating. I also made
the collector measurements fairly quickly, which prevented heat from building up
in the probe.
Not long ago, my old probe became in-

almost exactly in half with practically no

sions) X 10 (X10 probe) X2 (adapter) =

distortion of a horizontal, vertical or

80V; or figured more simply, 4 (divisions)
X 20 (X 10 probe X adapter) = 80V.

termittent, and it was replaced with a

waveforms. I never had a problem, even

video waveform. Since the exact amount

voltage being tested would be equal to 4

of voltage dropped across this adapter
depends on the capacitance of the scope/

A simple variable power supply

X10 probe combination connected to it,

The power supply, Figure 2, becomes

you should test to see if the capacitor

useful when plugged into an isolated,

probe rated at 500Vdc. That increased my

value given here cuts a small pulse acceptably close to half its actual size when used

variable ac source, such as an isolation
transformer followed by a variable trans-

concern about hooking the probe direct-

with your scope. If the pulse on your

ly to the HOT collector. To reduce the

scope is too large, try a smaller value of
capacitor. If the pulse is too small, try a
larger capacitor.
Although this adapter decreases the

former. When plugged into such a source,
this power supply can provide from OVdc

possibility of damaging the oscilloscope
Redden is owner and operator of a consumer electronics
service center.
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to more than 150Vdc, depending on the
amount of current drawn and the maximum voltage of the variable transformer
used. This makes it useful to test a sus -

Finally, be sure to put a caution on the
cord, as mentioned above, and label the
output leads as ground and B+.

Checking a zener diode

Figure 2. A half -wave power supply to be used with an isolated. variable source of ac power.

pected IHVT at its operating voltage
level, or to check a zener diode with a
voltage rating up to about 150Vdc.
Caution! This power supply is capable

of supplying an output that could be

their positive terminals. soldered their
negative terminals together for a ground
bus, and then soldered DI, R2, and the
fuses to the proper points on the leads of
RI. I used heat shrink tubing around the

lethal! Do not plug it directly into an ac
outlet. You must use it with an isolation
transformer. To remind myself, I attached

fuses and D 1 to prevent any shorts. To fin-

a label near the plug with the printed

a box. You can make it look better by

warning, "Isolated Only."
Never plug the set into the ac outlet when you're using this supply for troubleshooting. After switching off the power to the supply, allow time for the capacitors to discharge before touching the B+
lead. With no load attached, the bleeder

mounting the parts on some perf board.
To make RI short enough to fit into a

resistor needs almost a minute to discharge the capacitors.

Building the supply
There is nothing critical in the wiring
of this circuit. I just taped the bodies of
C 1 and C2 together, soldered RI between

ish, I soldered an ac cord and some output leads to the assembly and put it all in

To check a zener diode with the power
supply, connect the cathode through a
series resistor to the positive terminal of
the supply, as shown in Figure 3.
To find the value of the series resistor,
assume a supply voltage 10V higher than
the voltage rating of the zener diode and
a current that will produce 0.IW. Using
these assumptions, you can find the current (I) through the zener diode by dividing 0.1W by the zener diode's voltage rating (E), based on the formula P=IE. Then,

since the difference between the supply
voltage and the zener voltage is assumed
to equal 10, divide 10 by the current to
produce 0.1W. Here are two examples.
fora 5V zener:
0.1W/5V = 0.2A;
10V/0.2A = 5000

box I had on hand, I actually used two
3314 5W resistors in parallel. RI will
overheat if more than 0.7A is drawn for
more than a few minutes. Even at lower
currents, RI becomes warm, so be sure
your enclosure is fireproof and ventilated, and R I is mounted away from anything flammable.
The function of Fl is to protect the isolation transformer if DI, Cl or C2 shorts.

If your transformer is fused, you might
not need Fl.

for a 25V zener:

0.1W/25V = 0.004A;
10V/0.004A = 25000

Did you notice how neatly that works

out? For the 5V zener, the resistor is
50052. For the 25V zener, the resistor is
250011 If you just add two zeros to the
right of the zener's voltage rating, you

B + FROM SET'S

POWER SUPPLY --X
B+

PRIMARY

OF IHVT
POWER
SUPPLY
GND

H.O.T.

Figure 3. Using the power supply with a series resistor and a
voltmeter to test zener diodes.

SUBSTITUTE
HORIZ DRIVE

Figure 4. Connecting the power supply and an external horizontal drive to test the IHVT.
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increase the B+ voltage from the power
supply, reduce the B+ level a little and
measure the voltage of any B+ supplies
powered by the secondary of the IHVT.
Normally, if the dc voltage on the collector of the HOT is reduced, then the
voltages of the secondary supplies are
reduced by the same ratio. For example,

if the HOT collector B+ is normally
100Vdc, but you're testing with it at
20Vdc, that's a ratio of 20/100, or 1/5. If
the voltages supplied by the IHVT secA

ondaries are normally 10y, 20V and

B

200V, then expect to find 1/5 X 10 = 2V,
1/5 X 20 = 4V and 1/5 X 200 = 40V on

the secondary supplies when the HOT
-collector is.operatecLat 20Vxlc.

If a secondary B+ supply is less than
about 90% of the value calculated with
the ratio, disconnect its rectifier or pro-

900VPp

tection resistor and then increase the voltage from the supply to the primary of the
IHVT. If the bulb is no longer too bright,

40 4,... .... ft ....
.

or the waveform is no longer distorted,
then there is a problem in the disconnected supply or its loads.
Ifyou have removed all the connections
to the IHVT except the primary winding
between the HOT and power supply, and

Figure 6a. Normal HOT collector waveform with 45Vac apolied to the set. scope set at the
horizontal rate.

Figure 6b. Abnormal HOT collector waveform with 68Vac applied to the set, scope rate set at
horizontal rate.

still the light bulb bums too brightly or
have the needed series resistor value for
0.1W of power in the zener. Happily, any
example works out the same.
If you increase the voltage of the sup-

ply to 20V over the zener's rating, the
wattage becomes 0.2W. At 30V over, it
becomes 0.3W, etc. The resistor chosen
allows a broad tolerance for voltage.
Conversely, a voltage 10V higher than
the zener's voltage rating gives a broad

the HOT collector waveform is distorted,
then the problem must be the IHVT. (It's

Testing the IHVT and its loads
To check the IHVT, connect the supply

normal for the retrace pulse to be wider
and have lower amplitude when the yoke
is disconnected, which lowers the high

asUown in Figure 4, with the ground of
the supply to the ground for the emitter of

the HOT. Disconnect the set's B+ from
the primary of the IHVT, generally by
removing a series connected fuse, resis-

voltage).
If there are no signs of a problem in the

IHVT when the collector is around half

tor, jumper or coil. Connect a 100W light
bulb in series between the B+ lead of my

its normal B+ level, monitor the high volt-

age as you increase the B+ voltage from

power supply and the primary of the

the power supply. If the high voltage

tolerance for resistor value. A resistor
value 1/2 that of the value you got by
adding the two zeros to the right of the
zener's rating would cause the zener to

IHVT. The bulb gives an indication of the

amount of current drawn and helps protect components in the set. Remove the
bulb only if the circuit seems normal and

reaches about normal without any sound
of arcing and the HOT waveform remains
good, the IHVT is not the problem.

dissipate just 0.2W. So you could safely
use any value between those two resistor

if you need more voltage than you can get
with the bulb connected.

An example using the supply

values and still check the zener with

Using the X2 adapter and XIO probe,
connect the scope to the collector of the
horizontal output transistor.
Since the set is unplugged. supply external horizontal drive orexternal dc start-

enough current to show any likely defect.
Once the zener is connected as shown

in Figure 3, vary the supply from about
5V to about 15V over the zener's voltage
rating using an acceptable value of series
resistor. If the zener's voltage stays within tolerance of its rated value, then it is
working normally. To avoid exceeding
the wattage rating of zeners rated at under
0.5W, don't use a resistor value less than

that found by adding two zeros to the
zener's voltage rating.

and the adaptor
Here is how I found the cause of a confusing symptom in a Philco 25C547 chas-

sis that I worked on recently. The schematic is found in Sams 2710.

up voltage to make the HOT operate.

When I turned this set on it sounded like
arcing, combined with a slow motorboating sound, as if the high voltage were re-

After you have drive to the HOT, increase

the B+ from the supply to the IHVT primary while you watch both the light bulb
and the waveform on the scope.
If you think too much current is being
drawn (the light bulb seems too bright),
or the waveshape starts to distort as you

peatedly starting up and shutting down.
The high voltage was about 15kV.
I immediately assumed that the set was
going into shutdown and then starting up

again. This was a poor guess, since the
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shutdown circuit has two "error latch "
transistors. If this were not clue enough
that the set would not start up again after
shutdown, the troubleshooting information lists the voltages present during shut-

down. But because this information
didn't fit my assumption, I didn't grasp it.
Changing my assumption, I removed
R491 (see Figure 5), to defeat the shutdown circuit. Because the shutdown circuit was disabled, I wanted to protect the
set by powering it with isolated low voltage, but it refused to start up. To get the
set to work with low -voltage ac, I had to
supply an external start-up voltage of 18V
to point 2. This voltage is divided down
by the set to give the other start-up voltage of 8.7V. After completing the repair,

Figure 7. Abnormal HOT collector waveform with 68Vac applied to the set, and the scope set
at 5mS.

ly, TP4 measured 123Vdc, and the waveform at the base of the switch -mode regulator was a normal looking square wave.
With 68Vac applied to the set, TP4 was
still I 23V, the square wave on the base of

I found the set needed about 90Vac to start.

With I 8V applied to point 2, and the set
plugged into 45Vac, the squeal was gone,

the dc voltage at TP4 was 71V, and the
high voltage was 22kV. But when the ac

the regulator still looked normal, and

I had two circuits, the regulator and the

there was no squeal or hum. I decided the
regulator was ok.

horizontal output, that seemed to work
perfectly alone, but that failed when put
together. I was puzzled.

voltage was increased to 68Vac, the
Could the problem be

symptom was back. And though the dc
voltage at TP4 went up to 116V, a 45 -volt
increase, the high voltage only went up to

23kV, a 1 kV increase. This seemed to
imply excess current to the IHVT.
I hooked my probe adapter to the collector of the HOT and checked the waveform with the scope set at the horizontal
rate, while I applied first 45Vac and then
68Vac to the set. A drawing of each wave-

form I found is shown in Figure 6. The
waveform with 45Vac applied was a nor-

mal -looking 600Vpp, but the one with
68Vac applied had additional waveforms
along the baseline (Figure 6B).
I wondered if this might be caused by

an IHVT diode?

Reconsidering the evidence

You may be thinking at this point, as I
did, that if the problem occurs when the
high voltage increases, then it's likely to
a leaky diode in the IHVT. To find out,
I left B65 disconnected and hooked my
power supply to pin 5 of the IHVT. I removed the I 8V external start-up voltage
and injected a horizontal drive signal at
the base of Q401 (I was lucky I didn't use
the set's horizontal drive, since the result
would have confused things).
While applying low dc voltage to pin 5
and looking at the Q401 collector wave-

Reviewing what I had done, I realized
that I had concentrated exclusively on the
symptom of the squeal and ignored the
motorboating sound. I had checked the

form, I saw a small pulse between the two

a shorted IHVT, but the retrace pulses had
increased to 900Vpp, which was not what

retrace pulses on the scope. This pulse
disappeared when I increased the hori-

I would expect with a shorted IHVT. Yet
if there was no short, why was a 300Vpp

zontal drive to the base of Q401 by an additional 2V. This HOT circuit, with a 6852

increase in the retrace pulse increasing the

resistor in parallel with the built-in resistor from emitter to base in the output tran-

high voltage only IkV?

sistor, seems to need more than the usual

Checking the switch -mode regulator
I wondered if the switch -mode regulator, which not only regulates the B+ to the

IHVT primary but also acts like a driver
to the HOT base through T488, might be
causing the problem. On the circuit board
I found a jumper, B65, between TP4 and

pin 5 of the IHVT (this jumper is not
shown on the Sams schematic). I removed

one end of it and connected a 60W light
bulb from TP4 to hot ground. With 45Vac
applied to the set, the light bulb lit bright 54
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Eventually, I had increased the dc volt-

age on pin 5 of the IHVT to 125V, and
there was no arcing. This ruled out the
yoke, the IHVT, and the loads on the
IHVT.

waveforms at the scope's horizontal
sweep rate because they were horizontal

waveforms. But maybe I should use a
slower sweep rate to see if I could discern
the cause of the motorboat -like hum.

I removed my power supply from pin
5 of the IHVT, removed the external hor-

izontal drive from Q40 I , reconnected
B65 and L464, applied an external 18V
start-up voltage to point 2, hooked the
scope to the HOT collector, and applied
68Vac to the set. With the scope's sweep
rate set at 5mS/Div, the mystery began to
clear up. I found a waveform similar to
the drawing in Figure 7.
There were bursts of retrace pulses followed by periods of absolutely no puls-

amount of drive to work correctly.
I increased the dc voltage on pin 5 of
the IHVT while I watched the waveform
on the collector of Q401 and monitored
the high voltage. At some point, which I
failed to record, I heard a hum that built

es. That explained both the squeal and the

slowly, faded, and then built again.

drive was continuous. All I had to do now
was find out why.
The symptom occurred only when the

Disconnecting L464 stopped this hum.
Apparently, the drive signal injected in
the base of Q401 was stepped up by T488

and caused parts of the regulator circuit
to conduct.
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hum. I followed the horizontal drive, also
coming in bursts, back through the hori-

zontal circuits to pin 11 of IC340. With
68Vac applied, the drive at pin 11 came
in bursts; but with 45Vac applied, the

IHVT operated above a certain level,
which implied some kind of feedback.
The connections I saw from the IHVT to

IC340 were a pulse to pin 12 of the IC,
and the B+ voltages to point 11 and point

7. Disconnecting the 28.5V supply to
point 11 made no difference, but when I
disconnected the 12.7V supply to point 7.
the drive became normal. I put the two
supplies back and disconnected 8335 to
pin 10 of the IC. With 8335 disconnected, the IC produced normal drive.

Isolating the problem
Trying to find the exact problem, I put

R335 back and checked the voltage at
point 7 while I increased the ac voltage
to the set. Any time the voltage at point 7
rose above 8V, the drive came in bursts.

Test Your Electronics Knowledge
Answers to the quiz
(from page 21)
I

. You only need to use one of the 100 resistors. Even if it is at the lowest end of

its 1% tolerance it will still be within 10% of 1 1 Q.

2. You don't need a calculator for this one:
25/90°Q = 0 + j250
3. 500. R,, R3, and R4 are shorted out of the circuit.
4. 2V. For the voltage across R1:
P= V x I. Therefore, VI = P11 = IwitA = 1V

For the voltage across R,:

With the set unplugged, but with the
external I 8V start-up voltage hooked to
point 2, I connected a second external
power supply to point 7. As soon as this

V2=1R1=1X1=1V

supply was increased to just above 8V, the

7.5 °EGRETS x 600 P.L.IL-SES

drive from pin 11 of IC340 disappeared.
The strange symptom now made sense.
When the 12.7V supply, powered from
the IHVT, got above 8V, IC340 would
stop producing a drive signal. Without
horizontal drive, the 12.7V supply, powered by the IHVT, would drop below 8V.
Then IC340, powered by the start-up voltage, would produce drive again, and the
cycle would repeat.
IC340 was now the prime suspect, but

I checked the resistors and capacitors
around it anyway. They all seemed OK.
Installing an ECG1632 replacement for
IC340 caused the set to operate properly.
Looking back, I could have saved time
by checking the HOT collector waveform
sooner at the scope's slower sweep rate,
instead of following my habit of checking it at the horizontal sweep rate.
But even with the scope set at the horizontal sweep rate, why couldn't I see the
periods when horizontal drive was missing completely? I couldn't see what was
missing because a triggered scope pro-

The total (applied) voltage = Vi + V, = 2V
5. 750RPM

PULSE

W

4500 1)

S

SECOND

- 4500 DEGREES
SECOND

5x 1 REVOLUTION x 60 SEDs = 750 RPM

D

360 DEGREES

MINUTE

6. V, = 6V.
There are several ways to work this problem. Using Kirchhoff's voltage law:
18V = V1+ V2 + V3
But, V1 + V2 = 10V (from Figure 3)
By substitution
18= 10 + V3
V3 = 8V

Since V, + V3 = I 4V (from Figure 3)

V,+ 8V = 14V
V, = 6V.

7. The frequency of the applied ac determines its speed.
8. The voltage across an LED is usually about I .5V.
9. You only need to calculate XL.
XL = 2irfL
= 6.28 x 400 x 29.9 x 10-3

= 75.10
Therefore, X, = 75. I52 to make the circuit resonant and the phase angle = 0.

duces a sweep only in response to a waveform. Each burst of drive produced about
6 retrace pulses. My scope, set to display
two retrace pulses at the horizontal sweep

10. The reactances will be equal at the resonant frequency.
fr = 1/27tZ.:C

rate, showed those two pulses each time
a burst of drive occurred.

fr = I 86Hz

It's as though I never looked out my
window unless I heard a bell, and every
time I heard the bell and looked out my
window, I saw a camel walking past. I
might think that camels were alwa
walking past my window.

= 1/271-127 x 10-3 x 27 x 10-6

ANSWER TO THE BONUS QUESTION
I have been accused at times of asking trick questions. I suspect that is because
some readers are not sure what a trick question looks like, so the bonus question is an
example.
Ultraviolet light will not pass through an ordinary glass prism.
Oh, what the heck! Give yourself five points anyway.
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What Do You Know About Electronics?

Capacitors, color codes,
aluminums, tantalums, etc.
By J.A. Sam Wilson

I have had a number of questions about
capacitor color codes. There have also
been some questions about electrolytic
capacitors.
I am going to repeat an offer that I have
made before. If the color code confusion
is getting to you-take me up on this offer.

I have some charts that decode most of
the capacitor color codes in use.
Just send two 29 cent stamps along with
your name and address. Stuff in a card that

says "color codes" so we don't send you
a new Buick or paper clip by mistake.
One of the stamps is for postage. The
other is to help defray the cost of the enve-

lope, addressing, photocopying, and, going to the mailbox in this 82° weather in

Florida. With all the money that is left
over I'm going to get me one of those
Buicks. Send your request in care of this
magazine.
Wilson is the electronics theory consultant for ES&T.

Now, about the aluminum vs. tantalum
electrolytic capacitors. The most important feature of electrolytic capacitors is
their high capacitance (not capacity) in a
relatively small package. They are not

color coded. Instead, their values are
printed on their cases.
The equation for the capacitance of a
capacitor explains how the electrolytics
get high capacitance:
C = [k] [A/d1

where C represents the capacitance, k is

the dielectric constant of the material
between the plates, A represents the area
of the plates, and d is the distance between

the plates. From that equation it is obvious that in order to get a high capacitance
value you need to select a material with a
high dielectric constant.
You can think of dielectric constant as
being a multiplier. It tells how much more

effective a dielectric is than a vacuum
would be if it was used as a dielectric in
the same capacitor.
But that doesn't tell the complete story
about the dielectric. It must also be able
to withstand a high breakdown voltage.
Breakdown voltage is the voltage the dielectric must be able to withstand without conducting current. That is something
that is not indicated by the equation. The
aluminum oxide and tantalum dioxide
choices do the job. In both cases they can
be made very thin and still have a high
breakdown voltage rating.
Saying that the dielectric is very thin is
another way of saying that the distance

(d) between the plates is very small.
According to the equation, the smaller the

d is the larger the capacitance is, therefore, the thin dielectric means that the
capacitance of these capacitors can be
quite high.

V. I OR P
INPUT

I

CONTROL

COMPARATOR

REFERENCE

OUTPUT

L

AMPLIFIER
(OPTIONAL)
SENSOR

FEEDBACK
SIGNAL
CONDITIONER

FEEDBACK SIGNAL
AMPLIFIER
(OPTIONAL)

Figure 1. A negative feedback Servo System.
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Aluminum oxide is a corrosion that is

formed on one of the plates when it is
manufactured. It can be "formed" by
passing a current through the plates and

through the liquid or paste used as an
interface. The tantalum material can be
sprayed on or applied in
ferent ways.

a

number of dif-

After the aluminum type has been on
the shelf for a long period of time (one
year or so) the aluminum oxide starts to
deteriorate. That is why you shouldn't
just connect an aluminum type into a circuit without re-forming the plates. When

age expected across the capacitor.
WARNING!!! Tantalum is highly poisonous! Tantalum capacitors should never be discarded in a way that will allow
tantalum to get into the environment!

by defining terms. My IEEE dictionary of

Electrical and Electronic Terms defines
servomechanism three different ways:
A feedback control system in which
at least one of the system signals represents mechanical motion.

Servos-Theory and applications

Any feedback control system.

I have had a request to review servo the-

ory and applications. Complete books
have been written on this subject. Obviously, we can't give it a very broad treatment in one issue, so this will be the start
of a series.
It is always a good idea to start a review

An automatic control system in which
the controlled variable is mechanical position or any of its time derivatives.
Pay special attention to that second definition. It says that a servomechanism is
any feedback control system. By that def-

inition all of the following subjects fall

the aluminum dielectric deteriorates there
is a lot of leakage current. It can be enough

to destroy a component in your power
supply!

This is one place where the tantalums
have the edge. Their dielectric doesn't deteriorate very much (compared to aluminums) when they are not being used.
Re-forming the aluminum electrolytic
is just a matter of connecting a dc or pulsating dc voltage across the capacitor with
the correct polarity. You start with a low

;7 -

voltage and build it up to the working
voltage rating. I have never been able to

get an authoritative definition of what
amount of time is needed. I use an hour
with periodic increases over that time.
Maybe some super techs will drop me
a line and tell me what they do (?)

To increase the area of the capacitor
plates (A in the above equation) without
making very large capacitors, the manufacturer uses aluminum foil that is "quilted." That is not the kind of quilting used
to make blankets. It simply means that the
foil is etched or matressed to give it more
area per square inch.
Here is a short summary of both the advantages and the disadvantages of tantalum electrolytics.
Tantalums are made with a wider capacitance range (but the highest values are
made as aluminum types). Tantalums have

a longer shelf life (but they cost more).
Tantalum capacitance values have a clos-

er tolerance (but that isn't important in
many filter applications). They have a
lower leakage current (but the aluminums
are made with a higher voltage rating).
The dc working voltage (WVDC) rating of electrolytic capacitors tells the dc

voltage plus the peak of the ripple volt-

age that the capacitor must be able to
withstand. The WVDC rating of a capacitor should be higher than the actual volt-

B+K P-ecision introduces live new AC or Battey Powered Frequency C)unters,
with bandwidths ranging from 100MHz to 2.4GHz, time base stabilities from 2 to
0.5 parts per million, and introductory prices from $209 to $499.
Model 1803C offers outstanding value for a 100MHz counter and is ideal for
a wide range of applications. Model 1806 adds period and totalize functions for
low frequency applications, while Model 1807 has 1.3GHz bandwidth and an ultra -stable 0.5PPM TCXO time base with an optional accessory antenna. It is ideal
for adjJsting RF transmitters to FCC Standards. Model 1856A measures up to
2.4GHz for personal communications service applications.
Get the performance and features you need and pay no more than you have
to, thanks to the intelligent new frequency counters available from B+K Precision!
at&BK PRIIWWWSagealRON4
IPAIUM INITERMIATORIAL CORP.

Bandwidth

Model

Period

Totalize

Timebase

Price

2PPM

$209
$249
$299
$399
$499

Stability
New 1803C

100MHz

6470 W. Cortland Street
Chicago, IL 60635

New 1806

100MHz

New 1807

1.3GHz

Phone: 312-889-1448
Fax: 312-794-9740

New1823
New 1856A

2PPM

Yes

Yes

175MHz

Yes

Yes

2PPM

2.4GHz

Yes

Yes

0.5PPM

0.5PPM

Circle (41) on Reply Card
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ORGANIZE AND PROTECT
YOUR COPIES OF

ES&T

compact disk speed controls, phase -

organize and keep copies of
your favorite magazine readily
available for future reference.
Designed exclusively for
ES&T by Jesse Jones Industries, these custom-made titled
cases and binders provide the

luxury look that makes them
attractive additions to your
bookshelf, desk or any location
in your home or office.
Each binder/case is covered
with durable leather like material in red, title is hot -stamped i
n gold.

Whether you choose cases
or binders, you'll have a storage
system that's durable and well
organized to help protect your
valuable copies from damage.
Electronic Servicing & Technology
Jesse Jones Industries. Dept. EST
499 East Erie Avenue,
Philadelphia, PA 19134
Binders

Cases

One

S 7.95

S 9.96

Three

S21.95

S27.95

Six

539.95

$52.95

Add Si per case/binder postage and handling. Outside
USA S2.50 per case/binder. (U.S. funds only)

Please send:
cases;

binders

Enclosed is $
Charge my: (Minimum $15)
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AMEX
Mastercard

Diners Club
Exp. Date

Card #

Signature

Address
No P.O Box Numbers
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PA Residents add 7% sales tax

Call TOLL FREE 7 days,
24 hours 1-800-825-6690
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locked loops, temperature control, automatic brightness limiters, etc.
I am not totally comfortable with the
second definition given above. To me, a

servomechanism controls mechanical
things like motor speed and antenna positioning. So, I'm calling the subject of this

series "servos." That includes the mechanical and electro-mechanical types as
well as the electrical/electronic types that
have no moving parts.
One important characteristic of servo

systems is that they present a special
(sometimes very difficult) troubleshooting problem. The output depends upon
the input, and, the input depends upon the

output. Troubleshooting will be given
special attention in this series.
Figure I shows a general block diagram of a servo system. This is a negative feedback servo system. Its automatic
control is accomplished by placing a variable limitation on the output. By way of
contrast, a positive feedback control reinforces the input to the controlled output.

An oscillator is an example of a circuit
with positive feedback and there may be
some control of the feedback.
The place to start with the block diagram is the upper -right corner where it is
marked "V, I, or P input." That is the place

where the output of the system gets its
energy. For example, it may be the power
for running a motor. It could be the signal input for an automatic frequency control system. It is the input that will be controlled in some way before it is delivered
to the output.
There must be some kind of sensor to
determine the condition of the output. It
isn't possible to automatically control the
speed of a motor unless the system knows
what speed the motor already has. With-

out the sensed speed signal the system
wouldn't know whether to increase or decrease the speed, or, to leave it alone.

Print Name

City
Zip

AGC and AVC circuits, motor speed con-

trols including those used in VCR's and

Now there's an easy way to

Quantity

into that category-regulated power supplies, automatic frequency controls,
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Sensors are sometimes called transducers. The correct technical definition
of a transducer is that it is a device which
permits the energy of one system to control the energy of another system. It is not

technically accurate to say that a transducer "converts" one type of energy into
another type of energy. However, it is
February 1994

O.K. for a model when you are teaching
beginning students. (Speakers and microphones are examples of transducers.)
In Figure 1 the input to the sensor is
taken from the output of the servo system. In the example of motor speed con-

trol the sensor would have to be some
kind of device that can take speed as an
input and deliver V, I, or P to the electrical/electronic servo system.
The output of the sensor is sometimes
amplified before it is applied to a signal
conditioner.
The signal conditioner is a very important part of the closed -loop system. The
output signal of a sensor may not be useful to the comparator. Figure 1 shows an
example of a typical sensor output from
an optoelectronic tachometer. Note that
the output of the signal conditioner is a
more usable pulse waveform.
If the tachometer is a dc generator, the
signal conditioner must employ a dc -to frequency converter to make the signal
useful for the comparator. A voltage -controlled oscillator (VCO) could be used in
that case.
The comparator takes the signal from

the signal conditioner and compares it
with a reference signal. Continuing with
the example of motor speed control, the
reference could be from a crystal -controlled oscillator that has a pulse output.
If the comparator and reference signals
match, there is no correction sent to the
control circuit. If they do not match, the
control circuit gets an input from the comparator that causes the output to get back
in step. After the correction the input signals to the comparator match and no further correction takes place.

The control circuit may be nothing
more complicated than a power amplifier. That is what is used in a linear voltage
regulator. The signal from the control sec-

tion goes to the grid or base of a power
amplifier. The output of the power amplifier is the system output.

In another example the output of the
comparator might be a frequency in the
form of pulses and the frequency of those
pulses used to determine the speed of a
stepping motor. In one case each pulse
advances the motor 15°. Therefore, every
24 pulses advances the motor shaft one
complete revolution. If the steps for the
stepping motor are in small angles and the
frequency of the pulses is high, the motor

will run as smooth as a Tonka truck.

Business Corner

Will Total Quality

Management
work for you?
Part 7
By John A. Ross

In Business Corner, for the past six

ing, sir." While "Army training" is not on

months, we have been looking at the management theory called Total Quality Man-

agement. In this installment, we'll talk
further about Point 6-Institute training

this agenda, two different categories of
training are. As you probably suspect,
providing the best technical training for
your employees is a primary responsibil-

on the job-of the TQM concept pro-

ity for management. However, training in

pounded by W. Edwards Deming.

personal and management skills also

Another look at TQM point 6Institute training on the job
In the last Business Corner, we found
that proper employee training is a link to

quality, improved production, and enhanced service. Because the consumer
electronics service industry involves hav-

ing the best technical knowledge at our
fingertips, the prior issue only considered

how formal training, rather than self training, can improve the performance of
technicians. One of Deming's goals, how-

ever, is to improve the overall performance of the entire organization. There-

fore, we also should consider how to
improve the leadership, personal communications, and decision -making skills
of employees. To managers who survive
by using traditional "old -school" meth-

ods, any suggestion that employees
should have leadership and decision -

should rank as a top priority.
Part of the Deming philosophy about
quality and the workplace involves giving more responsibility
Responsibility has many meanings. From
this perspective, we can define responsibility as having the capability to make independent decisions and having the abil-

ity to maintain good relationships with
customers and other employees. In some
ways, independent decision -making is
not a learned process-some employees
actually shy away from making any type
of decision. Yet, training about how organizations function, why organizations can

develop a particular culture, or how different personality types can mesh or clash
can lead to greater employee leadership
and can pay large dividends for both the
employee and management.
As mentioned in other articles, many
universities and third -party groups offer

making skills may seem threatening.
Nevertheless, there are dividends when
employees are trained to have such skills.
In a scene from the movie Stripes, an

course work about organizations and
leadership. Also, many institutes offer

exhausted Bill Murray and others an-

sider when looking for training include
personnel management, organizational
culture, and interpersonal communica-

swered the question "What kind of training, soldier?" with the reply "Army train-

specific training about leadership and decision -making. Some of the topics to con-

tions. As an example of the emphasis that
Ross is a technical writer and microcomputer consultant
for Ft. Hays State University, Hays. KS.

an organization can place on decision making and interpersonal communications, one service organization hired a

consultant to provide on -site training.
The training involved having each em-

ployee take Meyers -Briggs personality
tests and addressing employees and man-

agers as a complete group. Meyers Briggs tests look at characteristics such
as introversion, extroversion, value based decision -making, and judgmental
decision -making. The consultation also
involved recognizing personality types
and a look at why some personality types
clash with other personality types. When
the main group broke into two groups of
extroverts and introverts, many employ-

ees (and managers) were surprised to
learn that unconscious actions can provoke negative reactions among customers or fellow employees.
Whether we consider technical training
or organizational training, only a formalized approach will provide the best results. Attempting to save money and time

by providing the informal, "in-house"
training can produce good results. However. a formalized, external approach to
training will gain more attention and produce greater long-term benefits. Rather
than look at the monetary and time costs
for training as avoidable, unnecessary
spending, consider the money and time as
a wise investment. The technical training
gained by your employees will carry the
organization to new heights and will produce more profits. The organizational
training given to your employees will not
only instill greater decision -making skills
but will also lighten the load for the own-

ership and managers by spreading responsibilities and building greater employee self-esteem.
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device that takes a digital signal and converts it to an NTSC video signal that can
be viewed on a TV monitor. In digitized

video circuits, the digital signals that
process the video have a direct relationship to some component of the original
video signal. This test device can be used
to examine the image at each line (address

Digital display de power supplies
LeaderInstruments has added nine new
bench -type dc power supplies, Model 700
Series, to its product line. These single output units cover maximum output voltages from I 8Vdc to 110Vdc, and maximum currents ranging from 3A to 20A.
All feature constant voltage or constant

current operation and provide 31/, digit
LED digital readout of both voltage and
load current. Ripple as well as line and
load regulation are kept low, and reverse

polarity protection coupled with fast
overload recovery are standard.
Circle (50) on Reply Card

or data). If there is any variation in the
data stream, it is noticeable on the TV
monitor. As each line is tested, a quick
comparison to the original video signal
can be made by switching between the
video signal and the digital signal being
tested. In cases of testing address lines,
the information may be visible only during the video blanking period. Therefore,

an internal/external sync switch is provided to allow the signal to roll across the

screen so the information can be seen.
There is a wide band video switch which
allows viewing of digital signals with a
bandwidth greater than 4MHz on the TV
monitor. The switch ranges are 0 to 4MHz
and 0 to 10MHz.

Multi -directional spray attachment
Tech Spray, Inc. is introducing the new
Multi -Directional Spray Attachment

(#1990) which allows precise control
over the flow and direction of spray.

The attachment fits the company's
products as well as other Envi-Ro-Tech
products. The unit easily attaches to the

top of the aerosol cans using special
threaded valves.

The attachment nozzle rotates 360
degrees allowing user to direct spray in
all directions without inverting the
aerosol can.
Circle (54) on Reply Card

Tech tips by modem or on disk
Technical Information Procurement

Circle (52) on Reply Card

Systems, Inc. is releasing its TechFix tech
tip software which is based on its online
tech tip service.
TechFix provides the user with online

tech tip search options, and lets users
develop a database on their computer.

Updates will be made available by
mail, or by calling the online computer
system by modem and downloading the
new tech tip data file.
Version 2 comes with over 5,500 tech

tips covering TVs, VCRs, and camcorders for major manufacturers. The
software allows database searches based
on make, model, chassis, symptoms, EIA

codes, word searches, similar models,
similar chassis, as well as wildcard model
number searches.
All registered TechFix users receive a
trial access period to the TIPS online system, which currently contains over 7,650
tech tips.
Circle (51) on Reply Card

Digital signal to NTSC converter
JVC Service and Engineering Company of America announces the avail-

TopLine solder practice kits
TopLine debuts its line of 20 solder
practice kits for SMD machine run. Each
kit includes a specific PC board and all

components necessary for assembly.
Most kits are available in quantities to
build 10 to 100 assemblies. Kits are avail-

able for all skill levels from beginner to

the most advanced. The company has
engineered each kit to address a variety
of applications including; training,
machine diagnostics, stencil evaluation,

solder practice, speed checks, demonstrations and experimentation.
For hand soldering, the company has a

Rework Kit which is compatible with
most rework stations including, PACE,
Weller and OK Industries.

ability of the DS-B525U Digital Scope, a
60
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Fiber optic tool kit
Metrotek Industries, Inc. now offers a

Deluxe Fiber Optic Tool Kit, Model
KY26. The kit contains 25 individual
tools necessary to work with fiber optic
cable. The tools are provided by major
manufacturers. The case is a distinctive
"fiber optic" yellow, made of high -quality materials including locking latches for
maximum protection and durability.
Circle (55) on Reply Card

Expanded DMM line
Tektronix Inc. introduces three products in its handheld DMM product line.

The new DMM's will be useful for
applications ranging from industrial
design and service to education and general hobbyists.The meters are ruggedly
designed and comply with industry safe -

DC POWER
SUPPLIES

ty standards. Each is designed and manufactured to comply with safety standards
established by UL and IEC and conform

Full Features
Super Prices

to Mil -T-28800, Class 2 standard for
shock and vibration.
The DM255 features a 31/2 digit display, 0.7% accuracy, autoranging or manual selection, data hold and current measurments. Where current measurements
are not needed, the DM256 offers testing

of voltage, capacitance, resistance and
diodes with 0.5% accuracy, a fast continuity beeper and memory offset. The
DM257 offers current and capacitance
measurements with 0.5% accuracy,
autoranging and manual selection, and a
low battery indicator.

50C. Sensitivity at 2.4GHz is 50mV.
The counter is useful for making accu-

rate and repeatable measurements of
radio transmitter frequency up to the
microwave range. It is well suited for the
communications industry. It exceeds the
accuracy requirements for adjusting
transmitter frequency to FCC standards,
MODEL 3003

as required for radio stations or land

Circle (56) on Reply Card

mobile, radio telephone transceivers.
Because the unit extends to 2.4 GHz, it
even covers emerging worldwide Perso-

nal Communication Services (PCS).
--ii:i..-."........,

-

Applications in the 2GHz band include
military aeronautical systems, nuclear
test facilities communications, railroad
communications, broadcast auxiliary

M110111101111.1111 MU=
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Insulated -tool kit
A kit containing an assortment of eight
basic insulated tools that comply with the
IEC 900 standard is available from Klein
Tools, Inc. All of the tools in the kit will
protect against electrical shock if they

make contact with energized lines or
equipment with voltages up to 1000V,
when the tools are used correctly under
proper conditions.
Included are three types of cutting pliers, three types of screwdrivers, a cable
cutter, and a wire stripper/cutter.
Circle (57) on Reply Card

Multifunction counter
B&K Precision has improved their
microwave multifunction counter. Model
1856A now has almost double the band-

width (5Hz to 2.4GHz). Its temperature
compensated crystal oscillator (TCXO)
timebase has 0.5PPM stability from 18C
to 28C, and 1 PPM stability from IC to

frequencies. This facilitates measurement of tone frequencies used in many
types of communications systems. The
period function's range extends from
0.28ps to 0.2 seconds.
In the totalize mode, pulses from 5Hz
to 10MHz are counted up to 99,999,999.
This mode is useful in counting the number of operations performed by production machines or in quality control tests.
Reset and hold can be performed using a

front panel switch, or using a remote
start/stop input.

1.50

30.00

be_ee

systems, wireless cable, and cellular
phone companies' point-to-point microwave service.
Period measurement capability is provided for accurate readings at very low

LSO

v-7

MODEL 3033

* TWO BIG, BRIGHT
COLOR -CODED LED
readouts (green for voltage, red
for current) for ALL variable outputs for instant status monitoring.

* OUR ENERGY MISER
DESIGN allows cooler
operation, flat unit bac< (no heat
sink stick -out) and bet.er output
stability.

* FULLY -ISOLATED
OUTPUTS allow series or
parallel operation, supplied with
one set of cables for each output.

Model

Circle (58) on Reply Card

3003 0 to 30V/0 to 3A
249.00
3006 0 to 60V/0 to 1.5A
249.00
3015 Dual 0 to 30V/0 to 1.5A 429.00

Rework station
Metcal, Inc. announces the addition of
twelve new SMT tips to its combination
through-hole/SMT rework solution. With

the addition of these twelve tips, the
SmartHeat STSS-005E Rework System
grows to over 200 available tip geome-

tries-enabling users to rework everything from the heaviest jobs to the most
delicate components.

3033 Triple Output
499.00
Two 0 to 30V/0 to 1 5A
One Fixed 5V @ 5A

Protek
154 Veterans Drive
Northvale, NJ 07647
Phone: 201-767-7242
Fax 201-767-7:343
Circle (120) on Reply C-ard
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etary design floppy controller installed in

VIDEOS

a PC, the product allows users to thoroughly evaluate the performance and
check the condition of 5.25 inch (360Kb,

1.2Mb) and 3.5 inch (720Kb, 1.44Mb,
2.88Mb) standard or dual speed floppy
drives, 800Kb and 1.4Mb Macintosh drives, as well as popular software duplication autoloader drives and their electromechanical diskette loading systems. It

Get Started with
Cees New Video Library!

can also be used to assist in making
Getting Started in Packet Radio
This video will help de -mystify the exciting but

These systems contain a tip cartridge
which self -regulates heat generation.

sometimes confusing world of packet radio.

This reduces the risk of thermal damage

Learn how to get started using your computer on
the radio. Included are step-by-step instructions
on making packet contacts and using packet bulletin boards, networks and satellites.
Order No. VPAC.. $19.95

and eliminates the need for calibration

Getting Started in Ham Radio
This is a fast -paced video introduction to the
fascinating world of ham radio. CO's experts
show how to select equipment and antennas;

and allows fast temperature recovery.
The soldering unit has a short tip -to grip distance, while the desoldering unit
features an ergonomic pistol grip design

and a vacuum capable of clearing
through -holes quickly and completely.

which bands to use; how to use repeater stations

Circle (59) on Reply Card

for improved VHF coverage; the importance
ofgrounding and the basics of soldering. How to
get the most out of your station, whether it's home -

based, mobile or handheld.
Order No. VHR

$19.95

Getting Started in Amateur Satellites
Learn with this video how veteran operators set
up their satellite stations. Find out how to locate
and track ham satellites with ease. Watch oper-

ators access current satellites and contact far
ranging countries around the world. This video is
filled with easy to understand advice and tips that
can't be found anywhere else .
Order No. VSAT
$19.95

Getting Started in DXing
Top DXers share their experience with equipment, antennas, operating skills, and QSLing.

Drive diagnostic package
Accurite Technologies Inc. announces
the availability of a disk drive diagnostic

package, the Drive Probe Advanced
Edition. Using a combination of hardware and software, the product harnesses the power of an IBM PC compatible
computer to provide computer dealers
and service professionals with a comprehensive diagnostics package for testing
3.5 Macintosh drives, in addition to other

adjustments and repairs to floppy drives
which need servicing. The product eliminates the need to use an oscilloscope or
other bench test equipment when testing
or aligning drives.
The base package comes complete with
three HRD test diskettes for testing the
various models of 3.5 inch and 5.25 inch
drives, both 3.5 inch and 5.25 inch for-

mat program diskettes, one universal
floppy controller (single slot board), one
drive personality module (external
board) and assorted drive interface
cables, power plugs and fuses. An option-

al bit shift module card plugs into the
floppy controller board for window margin and asymmetry testing.
Circle (6 ) on Reply Card

Foam -filled cart cases
Chicago Case offers high-tech, cart
cases with two-inch rugged wheels for
easy mobility and a five -inch telescoping

handle. All aluminum parts of the case

You'll see hams work rare DX around the world.
If you're new to DXing, this video is for you! All
this valuable information may well give you the
competitive edge you need to master the exciting world of DXing.
Order No. VDX
S19.95

Ham Radio Horizons: The Video
This introduction to Amateur Radio is an excel-

lent complement to the Ham Radio Horizons
book. Enjoy seeing all aspects of ham radio rang-

ing from what it takes (and costs) to get started
to how you can get your ham license. Designed

for the general public, HRH is ideal for public
events, presentations to community groups and
as an opening to your club's licensing courses!
There's no better way to introduce someone to
ham radio.
S19.95
Order No. VHOR

drives found in PC compatibles, including 4MB drives.

For Fastest Service

means of ensuring the integrity of their
manufacturing equipment, with support
for the most comprehensive list of nonstandard duplicator drives available.
Using state of the art HRD (high resolution diagnostic) diskettes, and a propri-

Order Toll -Free

1-800-853-9797
CO Communications, 76 N. Broadway
Hicksville. NY 11801
Phone 516-681-2922/FAX 516-681-2926
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The diagnostic package also offers
software publishers and duplicators a
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are made of a high -strength alloy of tita-

nium, magnesium and aluminum. The
foam -filled case is of high density
Indestructo polyethylene in a variety of
standard sizes and styles. The manufacturer will custom design cases for specific needs. Foam is cut to fit, hold, protect
all products.
Circle (61) on Reply Card

Computer Corner

Degaussing color
monitors
By John Bachman

Just as with TV sets, a color monitor

when the monitor is moved? If so, the

Unfortunately, design limitations re-

may develop a discoloration or color puri-

magnetic interference is coming from

ty problem on part or all of the screen.
Typically, the discoloration follows a
semicircular pattern around one side or

something near the monitor's normal lo-

duce the magnetic field strength available
from internal degaussing coils. That limits the amount of permanent magnetization that can be neutralized by the inter-

corner with several bands of different color distortions, like a rainbow. Sometimes

cation. If the rainbow travels with the
monitor the problem is in the monitor and
degaussing may be required.

nal degaussing. If a monitor has been
strongly magnetized internal degaussing

Degaussing is the solution
Degaussing removes permanent magnetization by introducing an alternating
magnetic field that is stronger than the

may not be enough, resulting in color

in the monitor. The three CRT electron
beams are guided to their appropriate
phosphor dots by a magnetic deflection
system. The beams pass through a shad-

offending permanent magnetization. This
field will energize the magnetic domains
of the material and induce an alternating
magnetic field. Then, if the amplitude of
the alternating magnetic field is gradual-

Manual degaussing requires a degaussing coil. You may have to search a bit to
find one, but they are available. One source

ow mask near the phosphor surface assur-

ly reduced to zero, the material will be

ing that the red beam hits the red phosphor, the blue beam hits the blue phosphor, and the green beam hits the green
phosphor. If some nearby component
(frequently, it is the shadow mask itself)
has become sufficiently magnetized then
the beams receive an undesired deflection, and will not land on the appropriate

demagnetized.
The easiest way to degauss a monitor
is often to let the monitor do it. All modern color monitors have built in degaussing coils and circuits. Take a close look
the next time you open one. There will be

exist. but be careful with them. There are
line voltages involved; isolation, insulation ratings, spacings and fusing must be
considered in any degaussing coil design.
Manufactured degaussing coils cost less
than $50. Why take a chance?
The basic principle involved in operating a manual degaussing coil is the same:

phosphor, or will land partly on one color
and partly on another. The result is an im-

plate. Usually, it is coiled around the CRT

pure color that arcs around the magne-

internal degaussing coil. It is a coil of wire

tized component.

connected to the ac line through a thermistor current limiting circuit.
The thermistor has a low resistance
when cold and a higher resistance when

the discoloration involves the entire
screen, but that is rare.
This discoloration may be caused by an
externally induced magnetic field that has
permanently magnetized some material

Motion is an important clue to this
problem. If the rainbow moves it is not
being caused by a permanent magnetization but by some alternating magnetic
interference in or near the monitor. If the
rainbow does not move then it may be
caused by permanent magnetization and

degaussing is necessary. Moving the
monitor to another location will determine if the interference source is internal
or external. Does the rainbow disappear
Bachman is president of Anatek Corp. in Amherst, NH.

a coil of wire wrapped in tape or other
insulation surrounding the CRT face-

behind the mounting ears. That is the

purity problems.

Manual degaussing

is Apollo Wholesale in Irving, Texas,
800-488-2782. Many homemade coils

introduce a strong alternating magnetic
field and then slowly reduce its amplitude
to zero. This is accomplished by holding

the degaussing coil near the monitor (it
can be on or off) turn the degaussing coil
on and slowly move the coil away from
the monitor as smoothly as you can. When

warm (typically a 10:1 ratio). It is in series

the coil is at arms length from the monitor, turn the coil off.

with the degaussing coil so that when
started cold a large current will flow

When you hold the degaussing coil
close to the monitor and turn it on you

through the coil and then will decrease to
a low value. The internal degaussing coil
thus automatically degausses the monitor
every time it is turned on. This degaussing takes place while the monitor screen
is blank so that the resulting discoloration
is not visible during the degaussing.

have introduced a strong magnetic field.
Then, as you move the coil away the magnitude of the field at the monitor decreases. When you have the coil at arms length
from the monitor there is no perceptible
magnetic field at the monitor and you turn
the coil off.
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Literature

Books

(from page 5)

approach followed is to build-up slowly
from the basic text book examples toward
a series of practical, workable circuits.

Novell Certification Handbook, By

John Mueller, CNE and Robert A.
Williams, CNE, CNI, Windcrest/TAB
Books, 224 pages, 25 illus., $24.95 paper, $40.00 hardcover.

Students who need to build and test particular types of analog circuitry as part of
an assignment or project based activities

Novell certification is the most coveted
license sought by network specialists, and

will find this book useful. Professional
engineers will also find the book useful
for design and development work. The

the Novell Certification Handbook is an
all -in -one guide to acquiring and making
the most of Novell credentials. When you

coverage is extensive and up-to-date, and
provides expert, technical advice on the
selected circuits.

consider that almost 60 percent of aspiring

certified engineers fail the Novell exam,
this volume becomes vital to the contin-

Cambridge University Press. New York, NY 10011-4211

ued market growth of network technology.

Master Frequency File, By James E.
Tunnel! and Robert Kelty, TAB Books,

Certified NetWare Engineers John
Mueller and Robert A. Williams have

544 pages, 40 illus., $29.95 paper,

compiled a one -stop source of essential
information for network administrators,
engineers, and instructors who want to
obtain Novell certification or, having already acquired it, use it to their best advantage in an increasingly competitive

$40.00 hardcover.
For anyone using a scanner or shortwave receiver, Master Frequency File
will unlock a world of listening possibilities. Packed with services, frequencies,
call -signs, and user IDs on the 25MHzto-2110MHz radio spectrum, this reference makes it easy for radio profession-

job market. They answer all the most
commonly asked questions: What are the

certification requirements?, How do I

als and hobbyists alike to tune in and

register for the exam?, What should I look

for on the test?, How can I speed up the
certification paperwork?, What's the best
way to present my certification to prospective employers or clients?, What are
the continuing education requirements of
CNEs, CNIs, and ECNEs?, and How do
I set up a consulting business once I've
received certification?
Windcrest/TAB Books. McGraw-Hill Inc.. Blue
Ridge Summit. PA 17294-0850.

Source Book of Practical Circuits, By
A.J. Peyton and V. Walsh, Cambridge
University Press, $34.95 paper, $89.95
hardcover.
Analog Electronics presents a collection of analog electronic circuits based on
the op amp, supported by a wealth of prac-

tical and technical detail which will enable the reader to select, build and test a
desired circuit.
The book is primarily intended to be a
practical reference volume rather than a
teaching text. Both students and professional engineers will discover in its pages
an extensive source of functional and established analog circuits, from integrators
and differentiators to logarithmic amplifiers; from instrumentation amplifiers to

filters. The circuits are conveniently
grouped according to function, and the
Electronic Servicing & Technology

ucts. These range from general purpose
test instruments such as analog and digital storage oscilloscopes to audio, function and RF generators, audio analyzers,
video generators and monitoring equipment, programmable RGB generators,
meters and bridges, frequency counters
and bench power supplies.
Circle (11) on Reply Card

Tool catalog
The colorful 1994 Master Catalog from
Jensen Tools offers 288 pages of electrical and electronic service products. This

catalog is the company's 30th Anniversary issue. It features the best of the
company's products (specialty tools, tool
kits, and cases), and presents state-of-theart test equipment from Fluke, Tektronix,
Microtest, B&K, Extech, and many other
leading manufacturers. The catalog also
provides a complete source of hardware

and accessories for network installation
and service.

assist in expanding radio monitoring skills.

Analog Electronics with Op Amps: A
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listen to communications from hundreds
of sources, including the Federal Bureau
of Investigation, Secret Service, Internal
Revenue Service, Marshal Service, Commerce NOAA Weather, Drug Enforcement Administration, Customs Service,
Immigration -Border Patrol, Prisons Bureau, and National Park Service. Also included is a list of publications, organizations, institutions, and facilities that can

for 81 instruments including 10 new prod-

TAB Books. McGraw-Hill, Inc., Blue Ridge Summit.
PA 17294-0850

Principles of Electronic Devices and

Circuits, By David E. LaLond and
John A. Ross, Delmar Publishers, Inc.,
960 pages, $40.95 hardcover.
Principles of Electronic Devices and
Circuits provides practical, technical -ori-

ented coverage of transistor theory and
operation. The highly visual approach
used to describe how to analyze, solve and

predict circuit operation-with a special
emphasis on critical thinking-helps students focus on circuits and not just memorization. Step-by-step explanations show
how to reduce circuit calculations to variations of Ohm's Law and voltage divider
applications, enabling students to apply
basic knowledge of dc/ac fundamentals
to circuits and devices.
Delmar Publishers. Inc.. Albany NY 12212-5015
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Major sections include: Tool kits, cases
and carts, PC/computer service, Telecom,
LAN & Fiber Optics, wire & cable, hand

tools, power tools, metal working, sol-

dering, static control, circuit boards,
lighting, optical aids, test & measurement, and cleaning equipment.
Circle (1 ) on Reply Card

Classified
Classified advertising is available by the word or per column inch.
By -the word. $1.65 per word, per insertion, pre -paid Minimum charge is $35 per insertion. Initials and abbreviations count as full words. Indicate free category heading (For Sale, Business Opportunities, Miscellaneous, Wanted). Blind ads (replies sent to ES&T for forwarding) are $40 additional. No agency discounts are allowed
for classified advertising by the word. Contact Linda Romanello at 516-681-2922 to place your classified ad (by -the -word). Mastercard, VISA, American Express and
Discover are accepted for FAX or mail orders.
Per column Inch (classified Display): $235 per column inch, per insertion, with frequency discounts available, 1" minimum, billed at 114" increments after that 10"
maximum per ad. Blind ads are $40 addition. Reader Service Number $25 additional to cover processing and handling costs. (Free to 4 -inch or larger ads.) For more
information regarding classified display advertising please call 516-681-2922. Optional color (determined by magazine) $150 additional per insertion.

Send your order, materials and payments to:

Electronic Servicing & Technology, 76 North Broadway, Hicksville, New Yo -k 11801
Attn: Linda Romanello
Phone: 516-681-2922
FAX: 516-681-2926

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

» The TIP COMPUTER PROGRAM «
12,000 plus TIPS-one of the LARGEST tip data-

NEW-NEW-NEW Databasic RepairMan is the
computer program you need to run your repair

bases in the COUNTRY-TV's, VCR's, CAM-

business. You can use it for invoices. You can use

CORDERS, CD & AUDIO. HIGH QUALITY PROFESSIONAL SOLUTIONS with up to 8 LINES of

it to estimate your cash flow. You won't believe

problem solving information (not just 1 line like

ness. DataBasic RepairMan pays for itself by
SAVING YOU TIME AND MONEY. DataBasic
RepairMan has been carefully designed to give

FOR SALE
HELLO! Doctors Do It! Airlines Do It! Lawyers Do It!
TVNCR TECHNICIANS SHOULD DO IT!

In any profession, knowledge coupled with
the ability to quickly access case or service
history PAYS BIG!! A doctor's ability to diagnose
quickly and confidently is largely attributed to use
of and access to data and information of previously diagnosed symptoms. Lawyers can predict the
outcome of their present case by using prior case
histories exhibiting similar symptoms. A productive
TVNCR technician will not rely on memory alone
to diagnose symptoms and part numbers. Instead
they will call upon past case histories, which will
enable the smart servicer to avoid the costly mistakes of mis-diagnosed part orders and loss of
extremely valuable time ... From the original World
Wide TECH -TIP Program comes 2.5 Million Dollars
worth of actual solid repairs. 1987 through August

1993. Whether you are computerized or not, our
Tech -Tip program provides the most current comprehensive published paper format that there is
today. You may also wish to choose our Tech -Tip
computer program, licensed World Wide under
(PARADOX) by The Boreland International Co.
We're not fooling around and you shouldn't either.
Remember it's not the quantity of tips but the constant update quality of part numbers and solutions

in other programs). ADD your own tips to the program and find them FAST!!! Stop writing YOUR
valuable repair tips on schematics. PRINT any tip.

EASY to operate-ANYONE can use the TIP
Program. Special DATA EXCHANGE feature
INCLUDED with every program. This is the
BEST technical tip database program on the
market today. If you want to use only one tip program this is the TIP Program to buy. One of the
LEAST expensive and MOST cost efficient TIP

program available. Pays for itself in 1 or 2
repairs. Updates & Network versions available.

how easy it is to know everything about your busi-

you exactly what you need to manage your shop.
You can determine precisely which units are waiting for repair, waiting for estimates, or waiting to
be picked up. No more shuffling papers. You can
answer any question from your customers quickly and efficiently, reducing disputes and increasing repeat business. This program is so easy to
use you may not need the manual. If you are ready
to leao over your competition NOW, call
DataBasic's order hotline 1-800-967-5924.

Used by National, State & Local Electronic
Association Members & Officers. Have your own

tips? Ask about our TIP EXCHANGE policy.
P.S.-can't find the right software for your
business or other interests? We writs CUSTOM

Picture Tube Rebuilding Equipment. Two sealing machines, one oven. Over $6000 NEW, MUST

SELL, $2800 OR B/0 412-369-2392 DAY 412-

SOFTWARE to fit your needs. CALL NOW!!!

781-4071 EVE

(516) 643-7740 HIGHER INTELLIGENCE SOFTWARE, 60 Farmington Lane, Melville, NY 11747

OSCILLOSCOPE SC61-Sencore

FAX-Camcorder-VHS/ SVH/ C/8MM-Stereo-Monitors-Amps Projection Front and Rear -Micro
wave -Satellite. Category is easily cross-referenced
first by Model, Chassis or FCC ID Number and printed out or simply scanned by Make and Category.
Unlike other programs, we provide OEM Part numbers and substitutes. Our on -going program is actual day-to-day repairs written on the Bench by technicians for technicians. No need for you to spend
time updating your data base or paper binders. We

Sadelco 719-C Signal Strength Meter $175, Tek
475/DM44 200 MHz Scope w/DMM $719, Fluke
8012A $129 w/battery option $169, Philips
PM3311 60 MHz 125 Ms/S DSO $650 Much more
available. Also new Tek & Fluke products. Call
Test Equipment Sales (603) 434-2544.

VHS -VCR Repair Solution Sets I, II, III IV, V, VI,
VII, VIII. Each contains 150 symptoms and cures,
updated cross reference chart, free assistance,
$11.95 each, all eight $79.95. Schematics avail-

send you a complete revised program at each

9-152 thru 9-1119. Cost-cutting symptom/cure

update of your choice (Computer or Paper Format).

format-all tested, reliable REPAIRS THAT

Outside technicians and students love the portability and say it is a must in the field where time is

WORK. $10/sample or $100 complete: ZMEX, 807
Queen Palm Lane, Sarasota, FL 34243.

that makes the difference. Our initial 10,000 TECH -

TIPS cover VCR-VCP-TV/ VCR combo CD LD-

able. Visa/MC. Eagle Electronics, 52053 Locks
Lane, Granger, IN 46530.

Zenith TV Module Repairs You Can Do to
component level. 110 profitable cures for modules

very critical. As an added Extra, we provide an FCC
ID Cross -Reference list which saves the expense

of purchasing Service Manuals you may already
have and just don't know it. This program was produced by Ed Erickson technician and owner of TV -

Man Sales & Service, Inc., and President of The

736-6946.

33433.

EXTENSIVE DATABASE, Electronic Part Distributors, Listed by Manufacturer. IBM/Compatible$34.95 plus 4.50 S&H, Mastercard/ Visa 1-800580-4562. Ext 80. TECH RESOURCE, P.O. Box
1414, Noblesville, IN 46060. Brochure available.

IN SMD REMOVAL! CHIP OUIKTPA SMD
REMOVAL KIT. NO DAMAGE TO CHIP OR
BOARD LOW OPERATING TEMPERATURE
EASY TO USE INEXPENSIVE. $12.00 per kit +
879-7727. Info available, call MTS ELECTRONICS (508) 879-3131.
REDUCED 85%. Diehl Mark III $69, Diehl Mark V

Professional Electronics Association of South

PALMETTO PK. RD. #2-112, Boca Raton, FL.

TECHNICIANS, FINALLY A BREAKTHROUGH

$2.00 S&H. 24 hr. Fax for credit card orders (508)

TEST EQUIPMENT BOUGHT & SOLD: OSCILLOSCOPES, ETC. 1-408-738-4206. FAX 1-408-

Florida. The PHONE CALL is "FREE" and so is the
Disk or Paper Sample Demonstration. CALL (800)
474-3588 or Write TV -Man (TECH -TIPS), 7040 W.

$1,500.00;
Techtronix $400.00 Vectorscope $800.00. Phone
518-489-1218 or 518-438-4724

Horizontal circuit tester $179. New. Conductive
coating for remote control keypads $9.99 ppd.
Sencore PR57 $300, B & K 1610 power supply
$100, B & K 3010 function generator $100, B & K
1250 NTSC generator with red, green, and blue
rafters, and staircase, $400, Fluke 8024B, DMM,
$100, Fluke 8502A 61/2 digit auto -range bench

meter $500, Leader LDM170 autho distortion
meter $200, AW Sperry 315P portable dual trace scope 5250, Huntron 2000 tracker with
HRS410 Switcher $1000. All like new, call Steve
at 908-281-0300.

WEEC, 2805 University Ave., Madison, WI 53705.
608-238-4629, 608-233-9741.

TV CASE HISTORIES: Booklet with 1,750+ histories. Satisfaction assured. Only $35 (two-day priority shipping, add $1.90). Mike's Repair Service,

P.O. Box 217, Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD
21005. Same mailing address 30 years. Send
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SASE for samples. 410-272-4984, 11am-9pm
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FOR SALE
INTRODUCING SERVICE TIPS
The BEST Technical Tips Computer Program
available today containing over 15,700 CURRENT
TIPS including TV's -VCR's -CAMCORDERS MONITORS -AUDIO EQUIPMENT & Other
Electronic Equipment ONLY $199.95 Demo Disk

FOR SALE

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

SENCORE EQUIPMENT. EXCELLENT CONDITION. VA62, $1600.00; SC61, $1600.00; SG165,

Established, profitable VCR Service Center in
colorful Colorado. Near Rocky National Park.

$500.00; CR31A CRT checker with universal
adapter, $500.00; Cricket (ac), $150.00.1-914687-4309.

MOVE TO THE LARGEST REPAIR PROFIT

repair jobs easy with our up to date symcure infor10,000 item VCR symcure file only
mation
$85.00 and 1200 item TV tough dog symcure file
also only $85.00. Each available on IBM compat-

ible disk and print out. Quarterly supplemental
updates and technical support services available.

Send check or money order to VCR Tune Up
Center, 2610 Bay Road, Redwood City, CA 94063.

$7900.00 Will train. Owner will fiance. Ca111-8007250.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

VCR AND TV SERVICERS -Make those hard

store with small apt. Rent $300/mo. Sell all for
217-VCRS. VideoMaster VCR Clinic. 303-686-

& Quarterly Updates Available - Call or Write
Electronic Software Developers, Inc. 826 So.
Main Street, South Farmingdale NY 11735 Phone
(516) 221-6403.

Serving 125 area. Excellent Reputation. Main St.

MARKET IN THE COUNTRY - SUNNY SOUTH
FLORIDA Think about it, our clients bring their
REPAIRS & MONEY from all parts of the world.
Annual Gross 375,000k, take home 80 - 95,000k.

Owner retiring, Fully staffed & operated in the
largest growth area of Ft. Lauderdale. Established

12 years. No competition. Authorized 15 major
brands. Totally computerized. Simple to operate
Business. Price is 150,000k, Owner financing available. (305) 474-2677.

TVNCR/STEREO repair electronics shop located
in Madison Wisconsin. 52K plus business gross. Will
sell for best offer. Call Mark at 608-244-5767.

CALL 516-681-2922
OR FAX 516-681-2926
TO PLACE YOUR
CLASSIFIED AD.

Readers' Exchange
Looking for six transistors, FET 2SK7II. The Music
Shop, 548 Main St., Torrington. CT 06790-3796.

Readers' Exchange has been reinstated as a free
service.

The following restrictions apply to Readers'
Sams S.D.15 or schematic for Bearcat-250 scanner
or source for 250. Jos. Ososkv, 722 Kimball Ave..
New Kensington. PA 15068. 412-335-4624.

Exchange:

Only individual readers may use Readers'
Exchange, and items must be restricted to those
that are ordinarily associated with consumer electronics as a business or hobby. If you're in business to sell the item(s) you want to offer for sale,
the appropriate place for your message is in a paid
advertisement, not Readers' Exchange.
Readers' Exchange items must be restricted
to no more than three items each for wanted and
for sale, and may be no more than approximately
four magazine column lines in length (about 20
words).

Sencore CB42 CB analyzer and any CB related
equipment, service manuals and books. George

Schematic for GE model 7-4950A showing disassembly and part #. Power transformer. Also, part #
for GE P4930A power transformer. Will pay for any
info. Al Rosenstein, 326 E. 64th St., Savannah, GA
31405. 912-354-6350.

Kozykowski, 96 Beaver Dam Rd. Montgomery, NY
12549. 914-457-5920.

Epson FX80 and Citizen LSP 100 printers. Service

Yoke, JVC PN CE20006-00B for model #AV2600US, (good used part OK); View finder for Sony

camera HVC2200 (EVF PN HVF2000). Contact
Dennis DeKnikker at D&D Video Repair, 4861 E.

All submissions must be typed or printed

Elliot Rd., Phoenix, AZ 85044. 602-598-0158.

clearly!

information wanted and details of regulator STK
7554. Photocopies acceptable. Offers to: Norman.
7 Gloucester close, Four Marks, Alton, Hants.
England, GU34 5HX.

Safety glass (plastic) for 1958 Philco TV model
G4242L. Part Number 54-6691. Robert Snow, 2164

Volume control for a Bradford Model 89193 stereo
player.Pau/Capito, 637 West 21 St., Erie, PA 16502

Send your Readers' Exchange submissions to:

Readers' Exchange
Electronic Servicing &

width x 61/4 inch high). Need backlit pad only.
Richard S. Salazar, 5090 Palm Ave., Hialeah, FL
330/2. 305-556-5724.

power supply high voltage circuit board. Type
APW-005 or information to locate a replacement

Operating and service literature for a General Radio
GR- 1192-B frequency counter. Call 805-733-0618
(after 4:30 p.m. PST).

WANTED
Schematic needed for stereo amplifier NAD model
3150, copy ok. Clinton Skalsky, 101 Greenstone
Lane, Waite Park, MN 56387. 612-252-2985.

CRT sockets or adapters for RCA CTC-96A and
CTC- I 20, and N.A.P. TV chassis; Hitachi flyback
#2432091 or equivalent, ECG 866, 865 or equivalent; used O.K. W. Worley, 305 Hickory Bend.
Enterprise, AL 36330. 205-347-5281.

Starting a service shop, looking for late model
Schematic for Action TVNCR Combo. If not available, 1C208 and transistor connected to J206 on
board. Both burned, unable to cross part numbers.
Unable to locate company. Write or send to Ed or
Pete at Tektronics, 17 W. Granada Blvd., Ormond
Beach, FL 32174. 904-672-1175.

Electronic Servicing & Technology

Catalina Dr., Clearwater, FL 34624.
Wanted for Mark brand console color television. 1
power transformer identified as T-100 on chassis
M9CZ-5K8, model: AMR 1960K. Also, Magnavox

LCD screen for Laptop CGA computer (81/4 inch

Technology
76 N. Broadway
Hicksville, NY 11801
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Panasonic portable VCR model NV -8420. Need
service and operators manual. Robert Miller, Rt. 1
Box 223 Anadarko, OK 73005.

equipment. Service manuals and any service aids
for VCRs and TVs. 604-485-4854

flyback transformer. Wayne Turner, 2801 County
Line Rd., Signal MTN.. TN 37377. 615-886-3042.

Looking for J.C. Penney audio/video module
MVSOOIA (RCA part #153960) TV model #6852501G. New or used if it is in working condition.
Boyd Hawks. Rt. 8, Box 406, Galax, Va 24333. 703236-4210.

Cassette deck mechanism from Aiwa AD1250,
AD6300 or similar late 1970s model. Any condition. Also, replacement phonograph cartridge,
Pfhansteil P-324 (Ronette DC400-OV) or similar.
Johnson Electronic Tech., 5 Kane Industrial Dr.,
Hudson, MA 01749. 508-562-1157.

RCA transformer, IHVT part #156364 or 150043.
This unit is no longer available from RCA. Herb's
TV Servicing, 510-785-7783.
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Sencore SC3080 Waveform analyzer. Like new.
$2500/best offer. 314-243-4848.

Schematic for Apple monitor model A2M2056 and
same for other Apple monitors. Meter for Sencore
CR 168 CRT Tester. Steven Baker, 164 River Road
Hackettstown, N.J. 201-327-0349.

Sencore SC61 waveform analyzer, excellent condition, used one year, $1600.00. Complete with all
probes, accessories and manuals in original box.
Includes shipping. Kent Wilke, 3724 El -Char Lane.
St. Louis, MO 63125. 314-892-5682 days.

Service manuals/schematics for Project One. Mark

XXI audio amplifier/Panasonic color TV model
CT-3003.Michael M. Putz, 1210 Scott Ave.,

Sencore VC93 in original carton. Never used.

Chicago Hts., IL 60411. 708-755-6495.

PO Box 400729, Hesperia, CA 92340.

Service manual or schematic for Zenith color TV,
Model SS27I3 (7 years old). Will purchase or copy.

Sencore MU150 tube tester, $100.00; Sencore

William J. Ryan Sr., 726 Berry Rd., Wilmington, DE
19810.

Deflection yoke for Future Tech TV model 1918
GP. John Phipps, 1412 Navaho Trail, St. Charles,
MO 63304.

$1200.00 619-948-0937 or write to Terry Gibson,

Sencore SC61 Waveform Analyzer, recently been
factory
recalibrated,
excellent
condition,
$2000.00/best offer; Sencore NT64 NTSC Patern

Generator and Sencore EX231 Accessory Jack
Expander. Both never used, $350.00/best offter;
B&K Precision CRT Tester/Rejuvenator model 466.
Excellent condition. Cables and manuals included,
$275.00/best offer. Call John at 419-258-2679.
Sams Photofacts, I through 1079. Sams Auto Service
Manuals -$50.00 and up. Ann Bickanick, 151/2 W.

TF151, transistor tester, $100.00; EICO signal tracer, M147A, $25.00; Sprague Tel-Ohmite cap. analyzer, TO -6, $50.00; Lechtrotech digital color generator, BG 10. Mini -Bar, 9 -volt, $50.00. All
complete with manuals. Wallace Huffman, 2579E

Lake St., Chisholm, MN 55719. 1-218-254-4421.

CR 550N, Warsaw, IN 46580-7183. 219-453-4811.

Call William W. Stiles evenings at 412-676-5236.

Heath TC-2 tube checker with instructions and

Sencore test equipment: SC3080 scope. $2300.00;
VC 93 VCR analyzer, $1900.00, CR-70 tube restorer $950.00 or best offers. All like new with probes
and manuals. Will ship UPS COD. 719-683-4102.

Hitachi flyback #2432091 new/used; Touch pads &
chips for G.E. and Magic Chef ovens; and source for
metric screws down to 1.0mm dia. W. Worley, 305

approximately 250 used and new tubes. Best offer.

Hickory Bend, Enterprise, AL 36330.205-347-5281.

Sencore SC61 Waveform Analyzer, $1990.00; plus
shipping. Sal Cribari, 1312 Well Dr.. Camp Hill,

Need instruction manuals for RCA WR99A crystal
calibrated marker generator, RCA WR52A stereo
Sig. FM simulator, RCA WR538A Super Chro Bar
Gen.. Will copy or pay for copies. Harry Dillon,
204 E. Chapel Ave.. Cherry Hill, NJ 08034. 609-

PA 17011. 717-763-1855.

667-6617.

301-604-7340.

TV and VCR test equipment, including Sencore
VA62A with LC75 and VC63. Sencore PR57, LC75

with SCR250. All in excellent working condition.

Sencore VA48, all probes and adapters like new
condition. $400.00 plus shipping costs. Chris Von
Tersch, 503-883-3694.

Sencore VA62 with VC63 VCR accessory,
$1200.00;

Sencore

Sams

Camcorder, camera, manufacturers service manu-

Photofacts, mixed, from 700 to 2000, $200.00.
Write to: Joe Dinger RRI, Box 87 -DD, Bringhurst,

als, all new. For complete list and prices, send SASE
to: V73 Inc., 3333 S. Maryland Pkwy., Suite 8, Las

IN 46913 or call 317-566-3269 after 4 PM E.S.T.

VeRav NV 89/09.

CR70,

$500.00;

B&K 470 CRT checker adapter socket #CR-42,
Sams annual index around 1980. Ed Herbert, 410
N. Third St., Minersville, PA 17954.

FOR SALE

Watch and Learn.
8mm Hands-on Troubleshooting

Package of Zenith TVs. Approx. 6 each 25 inch.
pulse regulation. Service manuals. Approx.
$3000.00 original Zenith tubes new. Numberous
capacitors, fuses, etc., for above sets. Prefer interested party in NY area, due volume of equip. Call

Watch and learn how to repair Sony 8mm
camcorders! This two -tape program
uses the CCD-F33 to explore basic
troubleshooting procedures. You're
taken inside the VTR and camera
sections to learn, step-by-step,
how to effectively repair any 8mm
camcorder. This tape is sure to put you on
the road to successful 8mm troubleshooting!

718-386-9719. Mike.

Two each Tektronix dual trace scopes. Good to
30MHz. CA plug in dual trace. Also, type B plug
in serial. Model NBRS 541 and 545B. Excellent
condition. Both need work. Will negotiate. Prefer
NY area response. Call Mike, 718-386-9719.
Sencore VA62, SC61, PR57, all manuals. Used very

little. Will ship COD $4,000.00. 813-688-3441,
leave message.

Two complete sets of circuit boards, yoke and manuals for Heathkit 25 inch color TV, model GR-2000.
$50.00 plus shipping. John Brouzakis, 247 Valley
Circle, Charleroi, PA 15022. 412-483-3072.

Leader LBO -515B 35MHz dual trace scope.
Excellent condition. Includes dual probes & acces-

sories. Very sensitive & stable. $1200.00 or best
offer. Also, new Sencore LC75ZII capacitor &
inductor analyzer with all cords and adaptors. With

1-1 YES, please send me 8mm Hands-on Troubleshooting (T-8MMHOT-9) in VHS
for $50.00 including shipping & handling. Please include applicable sales tax.
I -I Please send me more information aboLt Sony's videotape library.
Please charge my purchase to:

Mastercard _Visa_ Discover
Card #
Signature
Phone #

.

Exp. Date

in and out circuit tester and ESR capabilities.

6 PM.

One Sencore VA62A with all cables and NTSC
Gen., and One Sencore VC93. Asking $2800.00 for
both. Call 602-571-8130.

.

Make check or money order
payable to Sony Service
Company and mail completed
form to:

Sony National Parts Center

$950.00 or best offer. Contact Jim at 707-224-4566.

Sencore SG/65 AM/FM stereo analyzer. Recently
refurbished. $700.00. Paul, 508-883-0351 after

. Or .

Name
Company
Street
City

ATTN: Publications Dept.
8281 NW 107th Terrace
Kansas City, MO 64153
State

Zip Code_

Sorry, no C.O.D.'s. Allow two weeks for delivery.
Price and availability subject to change.
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105 Maness Road. Melville. New York 11747
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B & K Precision

57

41

312/889-1448

Fluke Corporation

BC

12

800/87FLUKE

120

201-767-7242

30

800/645-9154

H.C. Protek

"Sperry

Tech's
Pricing Guide"

Updated new 6th edition a
framework for setting rates

61

International Components Corp..68
Iscet

11

MCM Electronics

20

817/921-9101

.

that

apply to

Hi -Tech

ducts ._a
formula
guarantees SUCCESS'

pro-

NESDA

'Call Toll Free for details
1-800-228-4338

Parts Express
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'I

Philips Technical Training

Wholesale Electronics, Inc.

=

ORIGINAL PARTS:
HITACHI PIONEER
GE RCA ZENITH

FAX: 606-9964300

45

that

SAVE
TIME
For fast, accurate service,

please remove the peel
off label used to address
your magazine, and
attach it to the Reader
Service Card, the Address
Change Card or to any
correspondence you
send us regarding your

817/921-9061

14,24
11

31

800/338-0531

IBC

60

615-475-0044

Premium Parts +

25

Quantum Data

14

43

708/888-0450

Sams, Howard & Company
45
Sencore
I FC,13,23

46

800/429-7267

ORDER: 800-351-2233
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800/543-4330

800/558-9572

32,42,
33
800/SENCORE

Sony Service Company

67

Southgate Electronics

19

35

Sperry Tech

68

36

305-720-4497
800/228-4338

Tandy Distributor Sales

49

47

800/322-3690

Tentel

15

44

800/538-6894

Wholesale Electronics

68

48

800/351-2233

We'd like to see your company listed here too. Call Diane
Klusner at 516/681-2922 to work out an advertising
program tailored to suit your needs.

subscription.

Mail All
Correspondence To:
Electronic Servicing &
Technology
76 North Broadway

PHONE (516) 681-2922
FAX (516) 681-2926

Hicksville, NY 11801
68
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These two scftware programs interact,

SOF

allowing PartSeeker to call up price lid
Philips has produced software that
includes part numbers for all of our TV

and PTV products from 1985 tc 1993!
Simply enter the model or chassis
number and up pops the cabinet parts

PHILIPS
TECHNICAL
TRAINING

list. Then, enter the component number

you are interested in, and its part
number and description appear This
program is called PartSeeker.

Price and substitutes are accessible

leading

on -screen too, if you have the Parts
Pricing and Cross -Reference program.

subs at the touch of a button. Both
programs are updated regularly to keep
them accurate. PartSeeker is currently
being upgraded to include VCRs and

many other products.

These two programs are essential for

servicers wanting to reduce the papa
glut in their shops.
PartSeeker

589.95

Parts Pricing and Cross -Ref

S59.95

Both programs are available in any disk

size and work on any IBM-compatible
computer.

OOOOOOOOOOOO OOOOOOOO

Supplier
of Hi -Tech

OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO

HANDS ONI
Our Hands -On Training is the most

comprehensive service training

Philips Technical Training

available today, teaching both circt it
operation and troubleshooting! Phi ips

Training
To order your catalog or

receive the latest

Training Flyer...

Technical Training has been voted

Supplier Of

"Number One In Technical Training" for

Light Boxes

nine years running by servicers

And Charts.

attending these classes!

We are the most cost-effective
Upgrade your technicians to the latest

technology, renew their knowleke of
current product, or use our classe3 to

Call, Fax, or Write:

615-475-0044
Fax 615-475-0221

producers of light boxes, charts,
inexpensive vectorscopes, and support

teach new technicians how to

equipment for CE mere and VCR repair.

troubleshoot consumer elEctronics.

We also supply generic training books,

We can guarantee your satisfactixr

wall charts, and self -study materials for

with our training.
We use the latest test equipment, and

Philips Technical Training

Is The Most Cost -Effective

consumer servico.

Switching Mode Power Supplies are

all classes are Hands -On. Come and

covered to the greatest degree in

401 East Old Andrew

use the latest Sencore equipment to
solve the most challenging proble TS.

Johnson Hwy., Box 555,
Jefferson City, TN 37760

Don't delay! Call or write today to

books, videotapes, and Hands -On

training. If a SMPS challenges your

receive our latest flyer, and find oJt

service department, we can help you

the location of the class nearest you.

cut your repair time.
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Multi -Choice.
1hether you're doing first -level troubleshooting or component -level diagnosis, Fluke meters offer

you one of the widest choice of capabilities and price ranges in the industry. Choices rang.ng from

the basic Fluke 12 with auto function V-Chek- and Continuity Capture-.

lo the classic Fluke 77

with Auto Touch Holdl and current measurements.

Fluke 77
The classic
Multimeter
S169.00

To the advanced Fluke 83 with Min/Max/Average recording,

Frequency, Duty Cycle and Input Alert-. Plus a full

line of quality accessories to extend those

capabilities even further. No matter which Fluke

meter you choose, you can count on precise, reliable, consistent performance year in and

year out.

Ilus,

strong customer support and product warranties that measure up to any

in the industry. Make the choice

FLUKE 12

Capaatance

Fluke 83
Full -featured

FLUKE 77

Auto TOJCh (told®

Multimeter
$255.00

look to Fluke

Auto Touch HoiciSand

Relator modes

measurements

that gives you the most choices.

FLUKE 83

The Fluke meters listed above feature DC/AC voltage, resistance.
audible continuity and diode test.

V Cheer. (auto tunChOth

Covent measurements

Current measurements

Militate Record with
Relahve Time Stamp

AnalogiChana display

Ma oyDipital display

Two-year warranty

Three -yea warranty

Threayear warranty

Continutty Capture'.

Vella* holster with Flex

.ellaw holster went Flee

Stand'.

Stand.'

Baqc accuracy 0.3%
For measurements

Input Alert..

Basic accuracy 09%

to 4800 V -A

Capacitance
measurements
Frequency and Duty

for the tools you need to get the job done right.

Cycle

Oaths Avg. Recording
Basic Acax acy 0 3%

See your Fluke distributor, or call 1 -800 -87 -FLUKE

for a catalog and the name of the

Fluke 12

John Fluke Mfg. Co.. Inc.
P.O. Box 9090. Everett. WA 98206
For more information call:
(416) 890-7600 in Canada
(2061 356-5500 from other countries

Auto -fu

Mult
$95

©Copyright 1993. John Fluke Mfg. Co.. Inc. All rights
reserved. Prices subject to change. Suggested U.S list price.
Ad No 00377

distributor nearest you.

FLUKE®
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